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OESER, 0. W/Cdr. R.A.F.V.R. (Chief TRO)
CAMPAIGNE, H. Lt.Cdr. U.S.N.R, (Deputy Chief)

BARRINGER, H. Capt. U.S.A.
CARTER, T. Capt. 1.0.

COCKERELL,' H. Lt. R.N.V.R.
COOLEDGE, J. Lt. (j.g.) U.S.N.R.
CROWE, R. Major U.S.A.
DONAHUE, C. Major U.S.A.
ELDREDGE, J. Major U.S.A.
FORM * 'tIAK, C. Capt. U.S.A.
LAWRANDE, L. Capt. I.C.
LEVENSJN, A. 1st Lt. U.S.A.
LIVELY, J. 1st Lt. U.S.A.
MAXWELL, I. P/0. R.A.F.V.R.
McINTOSH, A. Major I.C.
NORLAND, S.S. 1st Lt. U.S.A.
PICKERING, F. Lt.Col. I.C.
ROOD, L. Lt.Col. U.S.A.
RUSHWORTH, E. Major I.C.
"“SAYRES, G. F/Lt. R*A.F.VvR.
STONE, L. Capt. U.S.A.
TESTER, R. Major I.C.
WHITAKER, P. 1st Lt. U.S.A.
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CHECK LIST OP TARGETS

Place Name of Target Diary Reference

Aim May 26
Augsburg Luftgau VII, branch May 8
Bad Aibling NAK 626 May 24, 26

Bad G-astein Japanese Diplomats May 17, 25

Bad Reichenhall DV Alpen May 18, 21-

BERCHTESGADSN B erghof May 13

Goering's Adjutancy May 20
Goering's Stabsamt May 22

Goering’s Train May 20

LV 1000 May 15s 1 6

Reichskanzlei May 13

(See also Strub)
Bruck June 1

Bsuch Signals Dump. May 24
Dorfheim June 1

Pri dolfing May 1 6 , 17

Puschlsee Ribbentrop's Villa May 28

Glasenbach SS HQ May 1

7

Hallein Signals Dump May 28
Igls May 15
Innsbruck LV Regt. 350 May 18, 21

Ka uf‘b euren RDVl/Forachu.ngsamt May 9> ff.
Klessheim Gaesbhaus des Fuehrers May 1-6, 17
Lend June 1

Luggau May 17, 25
Maicrhof June 1

Ob erlauterbach Appendix 1

Pfunds May 15

Pilsen
I May 22

Pretzfeld Appendix 1

»

Reit im Winkel May 30
Rosenheim Baudot Installation May 20-23, 25,
Schliersee OKW/Chi May 21

Strub OKL HQ May 12

OKW HQ Jaegerkaseme May 18-21

Surheim DV Alpen May 19
Toesens AOK 19, Signals Dump May 9, 11, 15
Unterstein Dr. Vierling Appendix 1

Wasserburg Signals Dump May 25
Zell-am-See Brandenburg Train May 14-16
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INTRODUCTION

The report is given in the form of a Diary with 17 Appendices.

Appendix 1 contains a summary of the work done by three officers who
were later attached to Team 1.

Appendix 2 is straightforward, as the war had been officially at an
end for only one day, and had in any case swept a long way past Kaufbeuren.
There were consequently few difficulties of policy or procedure.

Appendix 3 attempts to give a picture of the peculiar conditions in
which the greater part of the Team’s work had to be done. It should
therefore be read immediately after a cursory inspection of the Diary.

Also to be borne in mind is the fact - not otherwise elaborated - that
the end of the war brought about considerable changes in TICOM policy. Of
these, the ones most seriously affecting the work of the Team were orders
from above that no more civilians wore to be sent to the U.K. and that only
a very limited number of military prisoners could be exported owing to lack
of accommodation in the cages and the impending move of C.S.D.I.C, to -the

Continent.

TICOM was not the only body to be shaken by the end of the war in
Europe. Even the august S.H.A.E.F. was not kept altogether free of con-
fusion and uncertainties, and it was not unknown for mutually contradictory
orders to be issued by different departments. However, staunch friends of
TICOM at SHAEF, and surprising streaks of bluff and banditry which broke
the surface in members of the Team, served to overcome all obstacles - even
those of acquiring food and drink.

The last Appendices, Nos, 16 and 17/ list briefly the trophies of this
private war, which, in spite of an air of gloom hovering over some of the
pages, was enjoyed by all.
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Team 1 had an exceptionally large number of willing helpers, whose
ranks varied from Air Vice Marshals and Generals to those of anonymous
G.I.s who sprayed white stars on our captured trucks, or smuggled extra
rations aboard. But to the following we are more especially indebted
for practical help and counsel; and the list is far from being
exhaustive

:

Lieut. Col. Scarce, G~2 (S.I.), 6 A.G.
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achieved miracles with often faulty transportation over bad roads. The
latter never failed to make contact.
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1 Diary

At 0630 Team 1 consisting of:-

V/Cdr; A; Oeser, R.A.F.V.E. Officer in Charge
Lt * Cdr. H. H. Campaigne, U. S.N.R.
Hajor A. McIntosh, I.C.
: ajor R. P. Tester, I.C.
Major S. Rushworth, I.C*
Capt. L. T» Stone. U.S.A.
F'/Lt. G-. Sayer. R.A.F.V.R,
Lt. S. S. Norland, U.S.A.
Lt r P. Y/hitaker, U.S.A.

left for Paris. They had considerable difficulty over billets and
transport there.

j. Abb

The party was in Paris arranging transport
routes and the general outline of activities*

and considering

The party left Paris at 0630 in one jeep and one 2.5 ton truck
provided by Col. Bicher ? s organisation. They arrived at 6 A.G-* H.Q-.

at Heidelberg at 2130.

Lay 7:
1

The main party went to Augsburg, while Oeser remained behind for
conferences with Lt. Col. Beorce (S.I.), Major Warner Gardner, Major
Hare Spiegel and Lt. Col. Torielli (G-2) • Later in the day Oeser flew
to Augsburg, and by chance met Lt. Coolidge. U. S.N.R. , Major Eldridge
and Captain Formaniak, U.S.A., outside 7 Amy C.P. They had arrived
frari Paris via Pernshe ira and Regensburg. For a report of their earlier
activities see Appendix I. They and their jeep and trailer were
attached to Team I. Oeser then started conferences with Col. Quinn (G2)

Col. Perry (G-2 Exec.-), Major Nielsen, Lt-. Col. Coming (A.C. of S.G2
XII TAG), Major Dunn (Signals ’Intelligence) and Major Radam(T-force)

May 8 :

Seventh Army agreed to screen selected prisoners and to give the
team special security passes. Arrangements were made to have all
prisoners wanted by TICOM, including civilians, held at a special 7th
Arrry "freezing" camp. T-force passes were provided by Col Frankel,
(T section) . The basements previously Inhabited by the branch station
of Luftgau VII (Ill/LGN Rgt. 7 and L.N. Eu. A. Rgt. 3) which had been
put under guard by Major Nielsen, (XII TAC-) were investigated. They
yielded nothing of .TICOM interest, except the important confirmation,
in P/L on a piece of teleprinter tape, that RLM/Porschungsamt had been
located at Kaufbeuren. Safes and a strongroom were blown, but were empty.

Most of the party left for Kaufbeuren that evening, arriving at

1845- Oeser followed later, after various conferences had ended.
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Tester, Eldridge and Formaniak went to the Tirol to inspect
signal material reported by 3260 R.I. Company as being at Toesens.

The rest of the party went to the barracks near the Kaufbeuren
airfield and there inspected the signals target, which was being
guarded by personnel of 3260 R.I. Company, (based at Igls, near
Innsbruck). Some documents and equipment were found, indicating this
was occupied by R.L.Ll/Forschungsamt, but giving no finn indication
that cryptographic matters were studied there.

Kay 10 :

Exploitation of documents and interrogation of personnel got
under way in Kaufbeuren,

Lt. Col, L. L. Rood, U«SiA«Ai C, who was on a mission from 6 A.G-.

,

was persuaded, to join the party with his jeep.

Some equipment was sent to U.K. with copies of a document giving
the organisation of RLX/FA. Only a few minor officials and typists had
remained behind in Kaufbeuren, Some of these were traced and quest! cared.

The day began with a final inspection of Kaufbeuren* A report on
Rlie/Porschungsamt basca on the investigation of the Target and
interrogation of personnel who had worked in it appears in Appendix 2.

Tester and Rushworth, who had returned after being refused permission to
enter the signals dump at Toesens, left for Augsburg. At Major Dunn's
suggestion they v/ere to interrogate Oberirispector Melcher, i/c signals
equipment 19th A.O.K. Ke was not there, so they proceeded to Munich
where billets were obtained from T-foroe. The main party went direct to

Munich and got billets from T-seotion. Oeser and Rood left for
Berchtesgaden via XXI Cbrps. Eldridge, Pormaniak and Coolidge started
for Berchtesgaden, spending the night in Salzburg,

May 12:

Tester and Rushworth returned to Augsburg, talked to Melcher who
informed them that to the best of his knowledge there was some non-morse
equipment at Toesens - and went on to Berchtesgaden via Munich.
Campaigne went from Munich to Rosenheim with the majority of the party
to draw rations. He continued to Berchtesgaden and made contact with
Tester and Rushworth very impressively in the main street, but failed

to contact Oeser, Rood, Coolidge and Eldridge, who had established .

themselves in the Hotel Deutsches Haiis.

Oeser, Rood, Eldridge and Coolidge visited OKL in the EDM school

at Strub. See Appendix 3*

Kay 13 :

Tester and Rushworth left to examine Toesens.

Campaign e and Sayers left for the Salzburg area with the truck, which
broke down and foiled the project.

Eldridge and Coolidge visited vnricus offices on the Berghof, See

Appendix 4-



13: (continued)

Coolie mj visited Reichskanzlei
Appendix 5.

near Berchtesgaden. See

Oeser and Rood ?,:• ain visited the EDA Schule at Strub. The

7

interrogated General Koller (0*3., OKL) who telephoned General
hart ini (C*S.O., GKL) who ordered Oberst Morgenstern (C of 3 to
Gen jral Martini) to give them inf at*mation on che Sturgeon machines
found in the basement

»

The rest of the

balcony , moved into 1;

telephone installed f
j-

toan, having been hailed from the hotel
he Hotel Deutsches Haus. McIntosh got a
or TICC1 from "*01 Division.

> r-

T* 7^ai'TiOW JL mJL-Jt 1 * D

tC i -i

Je

/- v Oeser visited the Z 11 area and found the Brandenburg
sh and OB- '.Vest.

iiojor Bon alum, Cant. Carter, Ca.pt

Team 2, arrived in ti.j morning , followed
remainder of that team - Lt, Cockerell,
O * lifcJvonson, P/0 maxwell.

Barringer, an advance party of

in the afternoon by the
Capt Lawrance, Lt. Lively,

Oeser drove to Augsburg
and findings to TICOLI via SLU

to send a long
and to consult

statement on the

7th Army G2 and ;

situation
laj or Dunn

on to tak n

,

Rood, using his authority as representative of 6th Army Group,
persuaded 101 Division to allow him to take 3 Jellyfish trucks from
Dorfheint as far as Berchtesgaden.

McIntosh contacted Raj or Handelsmann (Signals) of 101 Airborne.
Two Sergeants, Le Bare and Murphy and a jeep were put at his disposal.
With these nen he visited installations at Haus Hienlein and the Hotel
Vierjalireszeiten.

Tester arid Rushworth returned to Berchtesgaden after a visit to
Ffunds, Toescns and Igls. Prom AOK 19* s signals dump at Toesens they

had sent some SZ 42* s and decimetre sets back to U.K. via Paris.

TV o r»
.^j1 k

Oeser and Rood visited 356 Parachute Regiment to get a safe conduct
and evacuated to Berchtesgaden the three remaining transmitter and

receiver trucks, together v/ith all necessary operating personnel.

i ,
her and L cyan son ]oft for U.K. with convoy of 6 trucks and 12

prisoners and reported to 7th Amy at Augsburg. Bee Appendix 7.

( < -V
J < - - — 1

-r 1 -W- l -f
r - - -i- . V'

V-
^ ana 'McIntosh rise bed the installation at Haus

Hienlein in Berchtesgaden and identified it as LV 1000. See Appendix 6

Six T 52 E machines were impounded and crated. It was also established

that the organisation at the Hotel Vierjahreezeiten vas the Schnallfunk

atall« of LV 1000. A label on an* of the m&chinec here showed that the
Schncllfunkstelle was working through the stations at Sohloss IS^eesheim

and Pridolfixig. These were therefore subsequently investigated* See
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: ( can tinue- ..i
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'nc Iltlic os 9 ‘ -W - 10.

n lar v
./z aunp of standard signals equip;sent i 1

> O' ad so discovered
in the s 01 tiding and reported to Major Handtlsmmm

L ickcrin arrived with Major Crowe (Aid)

Ct/G Humphreys also case to 3orchte?" :idon.

Stone, Cockerell, McIntosh went to Bad Gash, in where 127
Japanese were located in the Hotel Astoria, including dip 1 era otic

personnel, headed by Baron 0 iia, Japanese Ambassador to Berlin. he

local * j: x- r i c in a rr.y authorit i es
,

the mi 1 it ary government and residen t
political intelligence team acre v/ithout ’instructions, tut the Amy
agreed J

o strengthen the guard on the Hotel. Oshima and Nagai were
interviewed. They claimed diplomatic immunity for all bat 6 persons ana
stated that there were no archives with them. Credentials had not so

far u n cn . oree

,

hav. ranee having obtained from Ob erst Hopp, IA of Chef HNY, the
location o

r
’ various German Axmy eigint Officers, Donahue, Rushworth and

Lawrance contracted Oberst Boetzel, General der N.A, at Luggau near
Dorfffastein* a history of his organisation was obtained and important
personnel i

ten v-pf
w i X identified

Campaigns, Carter, Norland ana Maxwell went to Glasenbach, form 1

H. Q. and examined p rej :iis u s of Machrichtendi ens t , r e-covering a fe
ioc umon ts .

r T
’ wro safes

then. See appendix c

.

T*

O
*w «

«:
iB t

:

rr
fc" * a blown open, but no documents were found in

Campai one and Carter went
Fuehrers. Descriptive booklets
..ppendix o

•

to Schioss Klessheim, fonder Gasthaus
of transmitters were removed. See

aes

: -ay 18

uonanue, .ath Lav/ranc , Bar ingerj Lively, Sayers ana .,:iXW0±l J- A
j.

fc ^1 '
i

!Vi *1 C“ '' “1 ,rr -
i h J W X . i i V __

for the Innsbruck area to begin the hunt for IT! Regt. 350. (OKL/CHl)

ited Augsburg at the re a -cot of Colonel f.uirrn to
' * S.- 1 n V

dis cus s 1 1' ; dis ncs a1 of SLU and t o draf t t h<j cemmand channel directive

s

on the military Y service personnel located up to date, and the

Kaufbeuren civilians. Meanwhile an order had been issued by SsL'vEF "freezing

all personnel, documents and equipment in the south* m area. SM_AEF air staff

sent Group Captain Scott-Famie and party to visit the area and report to

Air Staff,

if

Pickering
officers.

^ V- f
_ i-J 4 'w*_ Rushworth revisited Boetsel and interviewed some of his

McIntosh, Coolidge and Carter visited D,V. * Ipen in the Jaeger
Mas erne at Bad Reichenhall.

May 19 :

Carter, Stone, Coolidge, Whitaker and Lively visited Tridolfing ana

Surheira (see Appendix 10)

Satisfactory conferences were held with G/C Scott-Mamie and Brig, Gen,

up or



McIntosh, acting on information from Major Handelsmann made a
preliminary reconnaissance of the cellars of the Jaeger Kaserne at Strub,

and got Sgt. G&rber of the 101 Airborne to search the buildings thoroughly*

He brought back: samples of documents from the cellars which proved to have
served as a renository for OK?" Hq, Some of the documents were of
considerable importance for TICOM,

Documents buried by RLM general staff were exhumed in the presence
of Campaigne and McIntosh and wore found to be not ours.

See Appendix 11-

May 20 :

Oeser, en route for U.K. accompanied Soott-Famie and party by air to

Shaef at Rheims. There signals were drafted

a) giving orders to 7th Army to allow the Jellyfish
convoy under Tester to proceed on its way to the
i

f x* *

b) to allow G/C Humphreys to evacuate by air Y-Service
rersonnel' wanted by Air Ministry and TICOM .

Col. Scott was also seen at Rheims and given a survey of Team I f s

activities. : o took Oeser to the C.S.O., who wanted information on
telephone and T.P, exchanges in Berohtesgaden. G-/C Scott-Farnie also
took Oeser to report to the P.M. of the Deputy Supreme Commander on

conditions in the area. This report had important repercussions in the

North, but for the time being did not affect the South.

Documents f rorn Goering’ s train were examined at Military
Government, They were mostly air maps and orders of battle. Not ours.

i

SLU arrived.

McIntosh attended safe-blowing at house of Goring 1 s Adjutant, The
safe blowing was accomplished by acetylene blow-torch. The action of this

on the asbestos material in the door produced clouds of fine white powder
which covered the heads of the onlockers, The first thing which one of

these onlookers drew from an aperture in the opened safe was a packet of

shampoo powder. Nothing of professional Interest.

Car

McIntosh returned to the Jager Kaserne at Strub with Norland, Carter,

w igne, Whi taker and Coolidge and had all documents removed, with the

exception of khat might be in eight as yet unopened safes, Most of these
do«um> nts came from a large store room marked Betts telle and consisted
mainly of Abwehr reports for the year 1944, but- later another (looked) room
was discovered which contained mainly the private baggage of part of the
Staff including a Major Nielsen. Among Nielsen's personal effects a

considerable number <af highly secret documents were found, including the

first so far discovered to give any account of OKP-Chi. The cellar
contained also one Tunny machine (undamaged) and a number of badly damaged
T 52 d/e f s, a large a-mohjfit of Uwitchboard"dquipment, about two tons of maps,

and several boxes of already fused stick grenades. The discovery of the

mrps was reported and they were later rremoved by 7th Army Gp, None of
the equipment was removed by TICOM, except a pair of jack-boots which Lt.
Cdr. Campaigne wore for several days.

In the evening Major Dunn rang up oommunioatlrog a report from Lt. Sims of

215 CIC Rosenheim that there were some PW T

s at Bad Aibling who had been in
an outfit at Rosenheim end who had buried some equipment there.
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:

Oc-ser arrived 3,P.

Pickering, Cockerell, Whitaker visited the Sch-liersce and
Icgemsee areas seeking traces of the Southern half (TC./Chi known to have
been in the area in April, Enquiries of local b.B. foraes, 0,1.0.' s,
Military Government and Free Bavarian Movement proved fruitless.

McIntosh and Stone had 8 safes
found them all empty.

at Jager Ka.se me, Strub, blown, and

e m\ eigne, Rushworth and Ca t^r, acting on Major Dunn' s telephone
anil, visited. Rosenheim and located p/v/' s at Bad Aibling who alaimed to

know of buried material. Interrogation was carried out.

iclntosh obtained a permit to examine the tunnels at Obersalzburg
and spent a con: idorsble time underground, especially below the S.S.
barr-'oks . He found nothing of TICCh Interest.

Don- hue and party returned from Innsbruck,

-day 22 :

vrr iVtXaJi-

n~

G A

b;

The Brd Aibling prisoners at Rosenheim dug up buried material
ich roved to be c. complete station for interception and decryption
Russian BAUDOT traffic. Under Carter* s supervision (with the help
Ooolidge, 3 am;- eigne and h.ishworth) reconstitution of the station was

an n n d p.-rti.lly carried out by nightfall.

Pickering and Crov/e left for uhiah, visiting Rosenheim en route.

Whit kor, Borland a rad Cockerell went to Coring T

s ;p tah.samt,

rent ‘Sgedtn, No documents were found' there.

Donanue, with McIntosh, Lewrance, Barr inner, Lively, Sayers and
Maxwell left for Filsen.

23 ,

Campaigns, Rushworth, Carter, Whittaker and Norland combined in

strenuous efforts to are rare the us si an BAUDOT intercept station for the

road, Thv s'ation was ready by scheduled time but a transport hold-up made

late right start inadvisable. See Appendix 1A.

a

r
0 „

expected aircraft for Rood, Humphrys and the prisoners did not

arrive

Rushworth

8 tons equipment
c O ; vv )y ; na de si o

w

and Norland left Rosenheim for Augsburg with A Diesel

,
23 prisoners, including A mechanics and A drivers,

progress. (60 miles in five hours)

trucks

,

The

Coolidge visited Salzburg to get some documents from XV Corps 0-2, to

wit a letter from one Haupts, a P/W at Bad Aibling
,
forwarded to Team I

by Lt. Col, Pickering. See Appendix 15-
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i y 25.

e 6c "bii taker went
ie v; with Boetzel)

,

p> . Y) o
|

- * - - I « -i ‘ J I *

to the BSUCH
BAD GASTEIN

dump (documents collected),
(ascertained presence of Shaef

barter
of OnW/cti I )

.

negative^ .C3 /

& Cook* rail went to

WASSERBUB1 (signals
ROSMMHSIM (GIG requested to locate Thiel
dump in lunatic asylum inspected - results

Group Tap tain Humphreys at last
P/W Obstltn Kimitz (ic, OKL) and FBI
Kirnitz f s Ford was liberated for the

left by air with documents for Ticom,

. I Or (Gen. Nafue/lII Abt., OKL)

.

greater mobility of TICOM.

food 1 c

f

1

1 T eam 1 for U.S.A. via S ka< f

.

W 26.

Carter and OcoLidge visited Bad Aiblir.g to see Sigint P/VPs daupt;

,

Klett, Lauerbaok, or. basis of Haunts' letter. ( ee Appendix 15).

i- \ VI * ' —
i > -

r r- vdc £ _ Stone visited Korr at Aim and Boetzel at LuggaU to get
them to prey are written outlines of their organisations

.

Documents from tim

Political reports only,
for disrcsnl.

safe of Dr. H. Picker re

After examination, pass

eived from Divisional G2.»

1 to Lt. '.Volf, ’-Force

p
rno , Cart-- r , Cook e re 11 and COoli da c wen t to

/ L j

*rr

\r.xi. (inspection of signals dump)
Aid (inspection of naval school - negative)

F (von Ribbentrop J

s summer home - evacuated Auswaertiges
Amt - nega tive

)

SALZBUIG (S.S* prisoner Grobe, said to know about invisible inks,

J. # I I *>W’ I J, —

Tp-? t T* p r_tt O i

»

I .

W i—J ’w' 4. - ! iiW

located) (Set Appendix 1

Cut

Lt. i" t tengill arrived at Oerchtesgaden (from Dunn), as well as

hi a X A ’wL. L Gaynor (SID - ETOUSA) ,

Outline by Kopy was received
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V* to Salzburv to interrogate Grobe.

font to Munich to renew the ses

Oeser, on his return j

for air transport of teams,
s o 1 11 sit fino in us hwo rth r

s

nrburg/Lahn and reported to

ourney, made arrangements with Shaef in Frankfur

documents and the BAUDOT equipment, which v'as

lap at- Augsburg. With Scott-Farnie he visited

the Director and TICOM on the presence of AGO

t
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tons of German Foreign Office doauments being collected in the c as tie from
various exhumations

.

Coolidge
,
Carter, Whitaker, Cockerell went to Reit-im-Winkel area to

s e Admiral Litzmann, who had, however, already been removed from the area
as a P/W

,

Oeser arrived (with pilot and navigator) from Frankfurt. Rushworth
arrived from Augsburg for consultation.

A meeting was held at which general agreement was reached that team T s

mission v: s virtually completed, in the absence of further discoveries of men
or material ir.

4- u .
,

w X * V area.

Oeser s r

* - r"
A '-v

now digging aj

iw A.V.M, S telle, Brig. General Harper and W/Cdr Cullingham,
for disposal of Sigint documents found by the many other teams
id divining in this area.

7

I t rained
con * >1 iV

-X . .

.

all day.

Cullir.gh
or Augsburg.

No activity,. The last bottle of Kaufbeuren wine
am' s documents were inspected at Strub, Rushworth

T mr

3

Oeser left by air for Frankfurt.

.art- r. Coolidge, Cockerell visited Bruck,
the signals homes

,
also Dorfheim to oonfirm that

doc ume r ts . 2

c

suits we re negative.

Lend, Maierhof to inspect

there were no further

trace
ipaigne, Stone, Whitaker visited Murnau
're found after exhaustive enquiries.

to searoh for OKL/OHI.

No trace of OKV//CHI ei

No
r.

\
'

i-*

i f k

SJ \Jj,m

In Frankfurt, Oeser had final conferences with Soott-Famie and

on; the v agreed the best ’Ian was to have rermanent representatives

at Q hae

Or
*

1 6 Trl 0

Ge yy1
.

m- t itair

to
“V

rcy
si tr jpi r“>

V

June 2.

Ul/A'

L. f '

of Sigint documents remove. d from Borchtesgoden to St,

;.c . .

.

a _i_ u- ^ rt '

.

jor nolle pei.iy cum gave hi s. n r
.

,

Stone and all enlisted men left with truck and jeep for Cards,

Cax'ceo aiid Cooii&ge odd in. feiiaim-g jeep fox- hum; oh op-

final check-up on enlisted men -of Boetz©l f
i organisation.

/

i * i 1 J ‘ end t ;o< jk r-r' : l n pecki up; up i u P e x'ol i t gadm i .

\



Boetzel's organisation in transit and

efforts of Carter and Coolfdge. The la

was not to be found, despite

tter then left for Paris

,

Juno h

Th liberated Ford oar was handed over to Lt. Y.'olf, T Force,
Berohtes eradun.

Ss
Campai one and Code re 11 with office records and cap, docs, 1 1 t

ilzburtf 1150 by air, arriving Wing 1800.

Tune 5

Kushv-orth and Cart': r arrived, by air v/i th Baudot station
at Bovinadon

f

\
3,2 tons)

McIntosh erriv 1 from Paris.

0

U 1

1

vd t n Col , ii ch . r , Col . Scott, and TICCIi reore-

Coo

.

rjC-t and Stone arrived from Paris,
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IX 1

±J L VThRLING ; Target at 0BERLAUTER3ACH

Preliminary trip of
:
aj. Eldridge and Lt. Coolidge

About 1 May, Col. Brcher received two signals from Maj. Flinty (s. I 0

at Third Army) reporting a Target supposedly of TICOM interest at Oberlauter-

buoh (soutii of Regensburg) and a certain Dr. Vierling, director of a laboratory

rch in communications equipment. This information was passeden n ^ t
- c- ^

V_/ A - ,4. W LJ

by Col. Bid t to TICOH. Col. Bicher sent Haj. Eldridge, U * ' * y
and TICO,,.

sent Lt. (jg) Coolidge, U, - y
to investigate.

Th^ party loft Pari:, on , ciy 4 and proceeded by jeep to Wiesbaden,

reporting to c.I. 12th Army Croup, thence to the headquarters of Detachment

(an America: J.l* detachment) at Forscheim, north of Nuremberg, arriving
there en j A .'.ay * l;aj. Flint, over the telephone, stated that Vierli \g was

so iO wiiere :.nrby, ana suggested contacting the military government at

Pretzfeld.

D

:Iov/-v^r

On 6 may, the party, accompanied by Capt. Formaniak of Det. D. ,

d to Pretzfeld and found that there was no military goverrurent there.

an American n. I. Company was sharing a schloss with a German com-

ran -arch laboratory (attached to iemens) specializing in testing
nuiouia: director of the laboratory, a Dr. Pnnz,

rn e T ^ "
; 1 ' -

standard high tension
was interrogated, the ruraes of tl e personnel in his organization noted, but

nothin * of interest to TICOA was found, Dr. prinz informed the party that

Vi erlang was located in a hospital on top of a nearby mountain. Although he

a del tied a nodding acquaintance with Vierling, he claimed never to have seen

a. orator

ft ernoon, the party went to inters tein near Ebermanstadt and
interrogated Dr, Vierling, He was cooperative and gave all information
requested. He had formerly been in charge of a laboratory at the University

of Hannover. Bombed out in 1942, the laboratory was transferred to ,/enne-

hostel, north of Hannover. At the same time, Dr. Vi erling organized his own

private laboratory at unterstein, The two laboratories were both directed
by Dr, V- erling and worked on the same problems. The one at Unterstein
conducted theoretical research and preliminary testing preparatory to the

proauction of wjperin natal communications equipment for the German aivvy which

took place at tfermehostel. For more than a month, Dr. Vi erling had been out

of touch with tii^ ,,'enrehostel establishment and did not know what its fate had

o _i> JL 1 b u liev j ri X some of his newest models .night still be there intact.

wert

the
men

'

A v;e ok before the, arrival of American troops, the German army had

removed all equij merit in the Unterstein laboratory which they could use and

taken it, Dr. Vierlirq believed, to a piano factory in Salzburg. Instructions

left to destroy all the rest. These were only partially carried out,

special gauges and other instruments being saved and stored in the base-

of the laboratory. Dr, Vierli :g strenuously denied that he possessed

any documents or any models of experimental equipment. The Laboratory had

then been, taken over by the German army and was being used as a hospital

under American su, ervision. Vi er ling reinained unmolested in a house nearby.

The key men in his organization, some fifteen in all, had remained in the

immediate neighborhood and were still being paid (and fed?) by Dr. Vierling.

He gave their nam ,s and stated that they were all anxious to help the Anglo-

i _ ncunSp

^rling believed that if they had access to their instruments

they coula reconstruct all their latest equipment in a matter of a lev/ weeks

and he assured the investigators that they were most anxious to do so for the

benefit of the Allies. He also mentioned several other centres where

research into commurd cations equipment had been carried on.
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exp^ri.,

tories
mOnt

,

ex ,; ;r X .

/idling claijiwd to have developed the German G-eheim pernschre iber.

; t ho n ul perfected a new and far superior model, although it was

product! )n, . ,v also mentioned work on speech scramblers and other

equipment. .--.one of the interrogators w, .s
•» nv v.i i ll

"

otters to understand the exact nature of the

,nts described, however, there was no question but that the lab ora

-

are eng .god upon most important research with Communications equip-
t van apparent tlia t although Dr. Vierling himself was a highly-trained

of i a cent years been obliged to devote himself to the ad-

i. V- 1
•J

co a lui xcit ions
rt : n c ; ... ^ »

> i -

4

Je 1
.nr ell ax raxion of' his laboratories and, although he was thoroughly familiar
vii-h : he nature of the equipment being produced, he was no longer informed

its details. por these he was obliged to rely upon subordinates.about

asking for
r e c C: artenoina J_

pon rv'urning to Forscheim, a signal was sent to Colonel Richer,
or instructions, reporting the nature of Vi filing's work and

mint he ana the fifteen key men in his organization be placed
under arrest and b3 given expdt interrogation. "It was further recommended
th t h s _ a oo rat cry nt Uennehostel be investigated, and the runes of the

other contras which he had mentioned were reported. Upon Lt. Coolidge 1 s

return to nrie
,
he left the lists of the names of the men in Prinz’s and

Viorli
;

r s organizations with Col. Richer,

Or 7 i,n-y, Xaj. Lldridge, Capt. For.i^niak and Lt. Coolidge proceeded
to Regensburg to consult with gal. Flint. The latter stated that, upon
further investigation, the target at Oberlauterbach had proved to be of no

k 'LIT i.v dost. It d proved to be a station devoted to the interception
of British broadcasts which were then used for German propaganda purposes.

All i ucords uj.a equipment had been turned over to the Psychological hrfare
division ani ih ; target hr.a been fully exploited. Under the circumstances.,

it di" ! not so- ,.i worta visiting, riaj* Flint did not know of any other
t :

X u in cr: 3rd trmy ar

Lt. Coolidge proposed that the party should return to porscheim and

await further instructions in answer to the signal of the day before^

Xaj. Aldridge, however, wished to go to Augsburg, headquarters of the

7th Army ,
and inquire if anything was known of a Target at Oberpfafi'enhoi en

mentioned by Vierling* The party proceeded to Augsburg. Thefe >
Lt. Coolidge

by chance met Xing COi.unander Oeser and joined Team 1 with Iviaj. Pldridge and

Capt, Forma niak, a stop approved by Col. Richer.
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Appendix 2.

KU/J/FORSCHUNGSAMT , KAUFBEUREN

I, General Survey

On Vednesday, 9 May, the whole of TICOK team 1 under vv/cdr. Oeser
visited the airfield at Kaufbeuren. There they inspected some buildings
which had formerly belonged to the airfield staff, but which now contained
evidence of occupation by some signals unit. Information of this had been
given by major Dunn, S.I. 7 Arny, who had placed it under a guard consist-
ing of Lt. Due hie r, 3260 R.I.Coy. and two Sig- Corps enlisted men.

These barracks were being used to house German p/.fs, Displaced
persons had also made their home there, and before the occupation by U.S.
troops, they had housed a Flak unit. Moreover, as later interrogations
showed, the RH FA had been disbanded before the Americans arrived, and

all documents burned. It is not surprising therefore that the site had
been rather denuded of useful equipment and documents.

The buildings formerly occupied by RLk/FA consisted of six blocks
directly opposite the entrance gate to the airfield. These had later been
handed over to the German signals unit. They were searched on the morning
of Hay 9th. The search produced few documents. But among them was a
directi /e signed Schapper, i in. Dir., which disclosed that the buildings
hen been occupied by Rcichsluftfahrt minis t e rium/Fors chungsamt, and gave
a complete table of organisation of the Amt. since practically no infor-
mation about this organisation had been available to source, the nature
of its operations was very imperfectly known. The organisation document,
however, showed that MForschung" might include cryptography

,
as Section

IV isj.lt ’with "Gehsimschriftwosen !r
.

The building was thereupon gone ' over more carefully on the
afternoon of Hay 9th and on May 10th. From cards removed from the doors,
coupled with the known organisation, a good picture was obtained of the
location of the various sub- sections. Remains of a card- index were found
which appeared to be based on monitored telephone conversations. No further
documents were found.

Equipment : The telephones and teleprinters were in Block 10.
There were also radio receivers. Sturgeon machines of the normal type,
magnetic tape recorders, and at least five Hollerith machines uncrated but
obviously unused. In Block 11 there was a large amount of new photographic
material and equipment.

Further information was obtained in Kaufbeuren by interrogating
people formerly employed by the Forschungsamt , These confirmed:

(a) that Hauptabteilung IV at least included cryptographers, of
whom ORR Paetzel was the chief, and that Abt. 8 dealt with France,

.
Italy

,

the Vatican, Rumania, Belgium, Switzerland, and that it was particularly
interested in Wirtschaft and po3.it ik.

(b) that Abteilung 10 of Hptabt. V did translations.

(c) that a large number of the messages translated was commercial
in content.

(d) that the organisation was responsible to Goering via Staatsekret&r
Dr. Koerner and that its head. Dr. Schapper, held a rank equivalent to that
of Generalleutnant der Luftwaffe.

No further information could be obtained, and after the magnetic
tape recorders had been despatched to Col. Bicher, the target was abandoned.
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On W 21, however, inf ormationjeached
a
™^

e nded and senate

215 Roscnhoim that Gottfried Sc appe
Augst)Lirg with the BAUDOT Rear,

7 W. Rushworth, who- was waxtmg A^sburg
29 . 0n May

30th Erwin Rentschler, in
NorlLd, and further interrogated

LT* o?

r
Rus^crth

P
and Norland on May 31.

These too P/tf's were able to giv rf^mltlf^wafiery^
to the working of Forschungsam ,

° S
attached to this appendix,

sketchy on details. Their statements are attacnca

Also attached is the original Schapper document reduced

mnro easily intelligible genealogical ta -e.

II. Report by Maj. Rushworth on Min. Dir. Schapper

he explained, a

motion of world
still going on,

Gottfried Schapper is a small, rather pleasant - man with^ather

ir.gcrP ous blue eyes. He had a short beard during is
lled him

Augsburg; this may, however, be due to the fact that C*h: P
a widower

in without giving him time to bring a razor with him.
desperately

anxious to give us all the assistance ho could; the reason for this was,

sincere desire to cooperate with the Allies ior ?r

peace. Had his arrest taken place while the fight 1 g

Sim going on, he assured us that he would not have uttered a word.

Unfortunately, in spite of his desire to help, he appears, like all

heads of organisations examned by TICOM personnel, to have had aimos^

no knowledge of details. One gets the impression that he was rath

world, and that this had its effect on his organisation. He father 1

in the last war, in fact. On the other hand, he claims that he wished h

organisation to become a general intelligence bureau at the commencement

of this war, but that his competitors - the Foreign Office and OA/Ghi

refused to cooperate. He professed a willingness to cooperate with

Oberst Ketteler, which he said was not reciprocated. Perhaps the iac

that this was G'dring's private cryptographic bureau had something o

do with the laok of cooperation.

A few points are worth notioing;

1 )
Intercept stations were Iqcated at Ltfbben and Tempiin near Berlin, at

Breslau, Koln, Konstanz, and Eutin*

2) The Forschnngsamt did not listen to press broadcasts.

3) They always took new stations until they had enough traffic to identify

them; if they were service stations the information was passed to the

appropriate branch of the service concerned*

4) Paetzel* s department (Abt, 6) was entirely research and dealt with

Sonderverfahren.

5) The other departments were divided according to "language families".

6) The Hollerith machinery found in Kaufbeuren was used by Hauptabteilung
IV but "only for statistics".

7) The chief effort of the department was on diplomatic, .though a lot of

commercial traffic was read, "as the codes were easy". As to crypto-
graphic success,, details were lacking. They did very well with Polish
and Turkish, and with the smaller countries , , e

. g. Balkans, and South
America. They had no success at all with Russian, "not as much as they
would have liked" with British and U.S. They took Jap, but were only
occasionally able to break it, and had only one Jap decoder.



8) Reported messages were sent to following offices:-

1) Innenministerium (for Kaltenbrunner)

2 )
Ausvv0r t ige s Amt

3) Airtscheftsministerium

4) Reich, fur Volks aufklarung u. Propa randa

5) O.K.ft.

9) Hauptabteilung (Technik) dealt with maintenance and repairs of
machinery, obtaining machinery, exploitation of captured machinery.

lie department only worked on hand cyphers and never attempted
machine keys*

III. Report by Lt, S. 3. Norland on R,R„Rentschler

Ray 30, 1945

- v'v Rerun ;srat ERWIN RELiTSGHLER has been associated v/ith RL l /FA
from 1934 until the organisation ceased to function only a few days before
V-E day. ELLl/r’A was created by Goering in order that he might have his
own moans of obtaining information in case the other agencies should at

some later date attempt to keen such information from him. The organisation
was located in Berlin, Charlottenburg,. Schillerstras se

,
until it was

bombed out on 7/7/44. host of the unit then moved to Breslau, where it

remained until the Russian advance occasioned a second move to Kaufbeuren,
in February of this year. Constant air attacks at Kaufbeuren resulted
in a further move to Rosenheim in April but the organisation never resumed
work after this last move.

In Berlin RLI.'/PA probably employed about 1500-2000 persons,
Rcntschler could only estimate its size. A considerable portion of these
migrated to Breslau* although a few departments (Act.Vl) remained in
Berlin and others were reduced by the drafting of personnel into the
Armed lorccs. Approximately 450 people moved to Kaufbeuren. The Rosenheim
party included the head of RU'/pA, Schappor, and approximately 100 men.

as fellows
/BO. consisted of VI main Abteilungen with 15 different sections.

I - Administration
1 . Administration

Personnel
2. Personnel
3. Treasury

III - Technical
. 4. Charting of communication lines

5. Dissemination of news

IV - Decoding
6* Research
7. Overseas & Southeast
8. Rest and South
9. East, S.E., Centre, North

V - Evaluation
10. Library and registration
11. Foreign Affairs
12. Commercial
13. Internal .Iff airs

Lin. Rat. Seifert
Dr. Mews
Dr. Kurzbach
Dr. Rautenkranz
R.R. Rentschler

Technical Development

;

4 • Development of own machines
15. Comparison and evaluation of captured machinery
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Until 1944 Rentschler was the French expert in Abteilung 11, in 1,944

he became the head of Abteilung 13 . While s.till in Berlin Abteilung 13 employed
about 8Q people. After the various moves and Armed Forces drafts, however,
they were only 16 men and 4 girls left in all of Main Abteilung V when it reached
Rosenheim*

Material which reached Main Abteilung V for evaluation came either
from Abteilung 5 or Main Abteilung IV, depending upon whether it had been
received in plain language or in code or cipher* Material from the De-
coding Abteilung came to Abteilung V already translated while clear text
material came as it was received, except for Japanese and other non-
European languages which also were translated into German by experts.
Abteilung 10 included 5 or 6 translators of European languages and Rents-
chler said that nearly everyone, at least in his section, could handle
French and English.

Most of the material sent to Main Abteilung V was obtained from
plain language sources; foreign radio, foreign press, telephone and tele-
graph messages to and from both foreign and occupied countries, and
internal communications. The quantity of decoded material varied with the

various sections of Main Abteilung V: in Abteilung 11 perhaps 30% of the

total was decoded traffic, % clear text and another 30fo from radio
broadcasts and the press; in Abteilung 12a considerably smaller percen-
tage consisted of decoded material; in Abteilung 13 only about 7-0% of
the total came from decodes.

When asked how such material could be distin-
was their commitment,

^ Rentschler stated that

By agreement with OKU absolutely no military codes and ciphers
were hanaleu by RLipFA,
puishod from that which
the initial group indicated the sort of materials Most of the decoded
traffic was diplomatic and there was in addition some success with
commercial codes. Rentschler insisted that nothing could be done with
top-grade Russian, English and American diplomatic codes. French (Vichy
period; de Gaulle uses Allied codes and consequently his diplomatic traffic
is not read) was the easiest to break, since Vicly changed its code only

acout every four weeks. Some success \yith Italian, Turkish and Japanese.
None with Sweden. The Swiss used hardly any diplomatic wireless channels.
Second, third and fourth grade English diplomatic could be read but pro-
ducer nothin Communications between British consul in Cairo and London
could be read.

Most decoded traffic was read about 2-3 days after it was sent,
with some up to a week old. Apparently only Japanese traffic was read up
to 4 or 3 weeks old. Rentschler professed almost complete ignorance of
the workings of main. Abteilung IV, which was guarded by very rigid and
strictly enforced security regulations.

_ The finished product of Main Abteilung V was automatically sent
to Gosling and by agreement to whatever other agencies were concerned with
the particular matter in hand. The Foreign Office received quite a lot
of the output, as did Dr. Speer.

Rentschler was very cooperative and apparently had no reservations
about telling all he knew.

j'ln< Hat Seifert apparently remained in Berlin and Rentschler
ao ,,,s

_--g
'-bong about his present whereabouts or whether a northern branch

o KLu ./FA was ever set up 0 Mews and Kurzbach were in Kaufbeuren when
Rentschler departed for Rosenheim but had left there when the latter
walkedpack to Kaufbeuren a few days later to get his clothing. Rauten-
kranz is in the Seventh Arrry cage in Augsburg.

On May 31 Rentschler was taken up on specific points of the pre-
vious day's interrogation. Abteilungen 11-1 3 reported on an average 80
mes^ag^o a day, including decodes and p/l (Klartext). They were given
all texts, and then separated reportable from non-reportable. Abteilunr
11, the one dealing with traffic of interest to the Foreign Office, re-°
pcr,,,:d perhaps 20-30 messages a day. This is interesting in view of
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Schafer' » statement that this office put their main cryptographic effort
into diplomatic ciphers.

Questioned about success on i-'ritish diplomatic' ciphers, P/W was
very vague* :e had in fact scon only one message from the British
consul in Caiim to London, and could not say whether this traffic had

n read rega lens ly • .As to ^ * o .
1 :ip 1 or . . cj 1c , ne ie, le w un a. t qui t e a lot of

traffic from '-’errison in Berne to Gashing ton had be<.
~ "• *'

J 1

i~ ^ <•

t rw * A.

ucii^vud up tiii recently. is impression is that this li ui iro-i* lncoiiiQfi

n raa a, re

+h * )
•j L -I C /

4- 5 idu any other links werr

er c iai i ne ssa • ce s

,

rnson.
: 4-n

u

riusn ana
r

p"l ao
.'I

X)

i i t —

:
: think

ligkest grade information, but messages atmut, for example,
'

ua t i - ;n in Gor n any , signed but not writte n I y }

rou 1. They also road
concerned with ship's moven nts- These wei

mainly about individual ships; convoy information was not dealt with by

his office.

/ v ^ y~\

IV- Translation of write-up by Schapper

.

The 1 fceso arch : su reau 1

(Force nungsamt

,

abbrevi ated FA )

Aufisburjz 1 * — r 1

)Foundod : April 1 933

2) -do a sons f or t j foun iation : ley work in the Cipher Bureau of
the Reichswohr Ministry (1927-1 933) had shown rue the incompetence of

the methods employed- there, so that I, with several colleagues,
resigned from it and proposed to GOERING the formation of an Intellig
Bureau for the Reich Government that should be free of departmental

y ^»lwv

ip q ;d extraneous influences.

3) Kam : GOLRIiJG consented, and only requested the camouflaging
bureau under the nanie R e ich s luf t f

a

rr

t

min i s tor ium-For scn ur.yr s a u .

t

(oich Air Finis try, Research .bureau) . Ly request, that we should
v - wof

/

v-

h

becan

was a

]

V* T f

T ,
vn be independent of the Air Ministry, was granted: th

independent, with its own administration and establishment; ~t

. -j \,= v O t d Li:at U V the Reich Air ministry (otaat ssekretar
MXLCH), but allocated for supervision to S tma tssekretar KOERLER of

the Prussian Ministry -f State; finance was regulated directly from

the Treasury (Finanzhcf )

.

4) _u
4- q f

v >
.

% o -L - -d tins t it

Wo s put into
the war-
4 - v.i

re of the Bureau: The bureau was consequently a civilian

r reasons of security a small number of its ^ffioia
/ ) r* \

.W UjLU*C4. •

-o

it ion
,7>

uniform as Armed Faces Officials £ vr th

inis was done only with th^se officials who had to coop-

outside authorities.

The Research Bureau (Fa) restri.c--ed itself to interceptmg
pr o uSSUlg SI,'

ir_ G his, i u Q1

p.vh
-j jr - r * ->

>-/ i h R 1 -i. i_ t ho
f- —r j
1 n t s, as 1

—

1

y—

.

pro u iic n
< y >

^ ..j p

y X te in the _ rocuring of military Intelligence,

responsibility of OKW) ,
nor with intelligence from

i

"• '(O Im a 1 — G U i '

I
*> M V, inteiii . e ice

.

U/



p) '"oganisation of the PA ; Accordingly, the FA was composed
ca S IOlxOV

Organisation and Tasks :

Director (Chef) ; Manag

Se ction pi lauptab to
) Ip

Subsection (Abt . ) t

Sub sect ion 2
V- P i

cment of official business.

Organisation : Es tablisne d Farsome 1;

Administration.
%

Organisation; -internal and external
security; secrecy; R.R.P.
Admin.

Sect ion II; Personnel.
Subsec tion 3 : Personnel (unestabiished)

.

Section III : Interception and signals routine.
Subsection A : Employment of interception forces,

interception planning and interception tasks;
control of interception routine.

Subsec t ion 5 : Sorting of intercepted signals and
their distribution to Sections IV and V (q. v.

)

Section IV ; Codes and Ciphers; Deciphering.
Subsecti on 6 : Scientific preparation of working

documents end. basic principles for deciphering.
Sub set ion 7 : Anglo-American and other related languages

and cipher procedures.
Subsect i on 8 : Slavonic dit to

Subsection 9 : Oriental languages and cipher procedures.
A-lso other languages.

Section V : Exploitation of signals; routing
Subsection 10 : Distribution, duplication. registering
and filing of signals.

Subsec tion 11 ; Intelligencing for foreign policy.

Subsec tion 1

2

; In telligencing for economic policy.

Subse cti on 13 : Inteliigencing for home policy. Other
into iligencing, e

.
g . l^opagunda, Food, Labour,

Traffic (i.e. railways, etc). Police.

Section VI: Signals Technology

.

Subsect ion 1 L: Development and supply of equipment.
Subsection I d: Maintenance technology.

b) Liais jn stations . The FA had one liaison officer with eabh of

the following - the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Economics,
the Propaganda Ministry, OKW, and the Reich Main Security Office (RSHA)-

The duties of these liaison officers were to deliver to these authoritie
the relevant signals from us, to make any necessary explanation of

them, and to receive instructions.

c) Outs tat ions ; In the Reich, and also in occupied territory,

there were the Intercept Stations, which were grouped together by 0

districts under Control Stations. These included;

-

W/T Intercept Stations
Broadcast Intercept Stations
Telegram "

” (Landline intercept)
r n
_L.

T

I -rstai Censorship Stations.

,1 e. >hone
-4-

P*

ff

ll

If n n
)

)
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d) The; tasks of the

: Into

C-i-wal .j.

therefor e consisted o

_L

I

Barograph 5, a to < ' •w * they

and publication to relevant
Pr: wjwssing (Decipher ii Exploitation)

.eloh 0- Lx o i iOi j-
- </ OL ofpm Is having importance

for lip 1 o/nacy ,
ext er aa 1 a nd ho. . ie policy, e co . iota c policy, cultural, p ropa -

g'-nt

inters

r, *7

-

)

X.
J

*4,»i> * K»^ ' } UX t rafj! j-"* o
v J . \_X

U J_ e bv tech, doa 1 dev J.o

t .lice policy, ihwae signals being
Vo a

ai

^ -L L i 1 w

oort w i . j

Signals thus obtained ivere processed in a strictly objective manner
to the relevant noioh authorities. It was no part of the duties

he independent deductions, to estimate the value of

v a k_i \_r.

» A/uu t

or to . nice reckon ioillations for action.

L ~ *O

4-1
l :i letterwork (to 1gphone

,
telogr w a and

,
Tii any recoiaaendation, landed over at the beginning of

15A5 to the Reich Main Security Office (RSIIA) ,
as in 'course of time political

intercept ior liad be cone nuc h less important than police interception on

account of the military and traffic situation.

6) i w _(w merit ul l ^ -
r

d-L This did not oroceed in accordance with

JL C

.rigii ul plarn It soon bocune evident that the unification of all
IIi o no e s erv iocs ( u sp ec ia 1ly the principal ones, e

, g . that of the

Forei. n Office and the Political Intelligence Service of OICW) with that of

the p; was heir; wrecked by the departmental interests of these authorities,

( trans lator
r s note; a few words seem to have been omitted from the following

sentence, but the s ens o is c lear ly as foilows ) . Tnus thor e arose a consta nt
and very harmful go . whition between these, which had the specific effect
or prevent! rig the if. fra... developing irdo a centralised intelli ;o ; ice organ-
isation for the hole _ high Command, such as are possessed by America and
Great Britain, and than taw It. could not take its proper place alongside
the Foreign Office .ana 01./, as was originally expected.

If 33-43: FA i

A' gember Ai - January
Berlin.

AT;-—after taw .Bureau was boi.,. 'w' \^4»1 out in

ci w »_* la u

.

Ac y rV } i
a

-ta h-w

r t <

>

t. G*.i V*»

.i 3 i *£-

aL v ; 1 L 2_

of remainder of u

the north of the

^ - *~r — ' • • w, ^

veil A5, in Kaufbeuren or on the .arch, aisb

i , dostruc t i c-n of a rohiv a s and du cun is n ts , 1i
w ^

~ .A part of the FA had remained in
-f W i—

.

c.oloyee
each.

Signed: SCI! and.

r . / rn . ..

drill v (U *

Curriculum Vitae of the former Minis terialdirektor GC TFRIhD SCHAFFER.

horn l 6 . 12 . 1 o88 in Grosznooringen, Kreis gtundal
,
son of the Evangelical

pastor Dr* Karl Scltapper*

Schools . Elementary school, Classical High School, matriculation certi-

ficate 1910 .

1910 : F t a. aijunker and Lieut, in Railway Rogt. No. 2 .

1913: Transferred to signals.
iy 1 A-1 II 81 in the First gorld far: O.C. ihavy V//T Station 15 in the

, , es t v/it : ; AOK 5 ( Cr ovr 1 Prince).
In the hist with G. K. X (linraich)

" 1 Inf. Div. (Konta)
11 Bavarian Inf. Div. (Kneupel)

AOK Li ns ingen.
11 ” South‘d .;;t (Balkans) wit)] O.K. jilackensen as O.C* Deciphering Station

Balkans.

11

it
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1 7 : O.C. w'ireless Beotian

T > -| "V-* / . p V"*
' -y> y “ '* i g*“

-LJJL J_ -* O v ' I- LJd LrJ.1 1^ i^/l j LJ Kj \ fM J, iL.v i J,

High Command oi' the ray*

Com .and of the Amy at C--H-Q. and

j.c Bureau ( I'leL

f'l uteroe oti on,
1 - ii. J

r ‘1 f?
* -J- *w ^nscnai tli* abt,

J
of 1 1 ic

ociuherin" matelligesain : of
.* ? ‘-0 —

tx aiiurv gal i ti cii 1 si. ;na 3.a int oroep ta ble by techi.ical devices
. )

bib:

b19:

Divisional Siam Is Con.binder with various divisions in the n
i i ^ o t.

Discharged with rank as Captain.
1 91

9

~
1 920 ; married; fell into the hands of revolutionary swindlers,,

without work or food, harried by communists, sold newspapers and other
the streets; did old jobs to ward off starvation.things

1920;

OI 1

n
O the Reichcretary of the It .tional Society of Berlin for Rescuing

from the Revolution, Took part in the Kapp-Ludendorf f Putsch; persecuted
by communis ts; moved to Munich

„

national or--1 Q '

J J C-?0-W27;
i-.nisatior

1 y 20- 1 92J

:

027-033:

4J

in Uunich. Various jobs as business manager of

of clubs, businesses and newspapers.
^either of the N.SoD-A.P», resigned after the Putsch of 1b 13*

In Berlin. Admni s tra tiva officer arid lie .aa of Department
in the Cryptographic Bureau of the R,;ichswehr ministry. Resigned 1933

L
V/ J_

I could not
tographic but

y. ffY W7 T. rlI- .Jo w J .L Oil the thoroughly inco .potent nothods of the
1 — here:. ore

y; 33--.pi'i:

-• V J.* s

1 945 1 went over to Gooring, whom I knew veil Iron the First
founding ;>f the pnrschunpsa it (see rry report on the- fors chungWorld War;

a it
) ; I jq ,ad of Subsect ion, then 1 i'cad of Sc a t i ' n

,
a y :d frora 1 944 director of

Bureau.
the pazi Party, and remained a simple member of it until

this

1931 ;
joined

April 1945.

1933-37 or 38: iiber of the Ail gone i no BB, fron which I resigned, as
they refused to recognise

was born to
./

f '
i

~

I —

k

istian phi lo^oy,hy of life.
»- Ui 1

- /-$
it / **1b 34:

1 939-43: hmplcyment, of the ;Am03chungsamt in the Second World Aar
,
under

r:y direction, first as deputy head, then independently from
1944: at first in Carlin, after the bombing out in Breslau and subse-
quently in Kaufbeuren.
April 1945: case ind residence in Soe 11brunn-Hioderwall near Ros enl :eim*

,4 ‘h v B Arrested by CIO, interro pit ion in Ronenheim, imprisonment and interro
rati >n -L£.l 3a Is bur r;

,

captivity in Augsburg.
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Appendix 3

OKL HEADQUARTERS, BDM SCULE at STR'JB

On Lay 12th, Oeser, Rood, Eldridge and Coolidge paid a visit to the BO Schul &

Strub which had been the last active H. o. of OKL. This was new scattered about the

school, the Hotel Berchtesgadener Hof and Thumersbach near Zell-am-See. The buildings
were bare of all but non-essential papers. 'In the basements the teleprinter room an i

telephone exchanges were intact, but all the wheels had been removed from secret
teleprinters, of which there were six. The building above the teleprinter basement
was in process of being re-occupied by the Chief of Staff of Q.K.L- , General Koller,
and his various heads of departments and aides, all of whom had good telephone
communications with Kesselring, Martini, von Winter, and other high staff officers li-

the Berchtesgadener Hof and their staffs in Thumersbach, Saalfelden < nd Aim.

During the preliminary search, Major RAMSCH, signals officer, appeared. His first
move ’./as - very politely - to foil us in the act of liberating three neat little
Mercedes-Benz, by producing written authority for possessing and using them. This
having been achieved - for no-one in, or even attached to, TIGOM would disregard
orders signed by Kesselring (F.M. ) and stamped by the 101st Airborne Division.* - we
settled down to the more hum-drum business of interrogation. Rav/isch was trying tc

rebuild the shattered signals organisation. A policeman before he joined the

Luftwaffe, he was well aware of the advantages of displaying courteous cooperation;
but he knew little about the fate of the Sturgeon wheels.

When the party emerged from the basement, Eldridge and Coolidge went off to inspect
the other buildings. Rood and Oeser were intercepted by General Koller, who washed
to enlist the help of "the first Airforce officers he had seen 11

. Specifically, he
wanted uo to re-assemble his staff "so that I can start work again" "How can I work
without a staff

1 ?' 1

, he asked, not unreasonably

.

bow we wanted to know just that; where was the staff, in particular, where were
Obstltn. Kienitz (Intelligence) and Obstltn. Friedrich (Y-Service)? Koller told us.

He also telephoned General Martini (Director-General of G.A.F. Signals) about the
missin0 drums; was referred to Martini's C. of St, Oberst Morgenstem, summoned him
and interrogated him on our behalf. It appeared that one, Hptm. Krause, had been
ordered to hide the drums, and had last been seen standing forlornly on the road in

the path of the American advanced* Rawisch showed us some more T52 machines stored i

a massive concrete bunker. These too, hbd been male unusable. Gen. Koller also
revealed the location of the BR/JTDENBURG trains.

Rood and Oeser thereupon set out for Zell-am-See. They went by a road through the

mountains, and, taking the jeep over rocks, meadows and snowdrifts to

circumnavigate a blown bridge, got through without meeting road patrols, and thug

remained in ignorance of the order by the 101st Div. that no one was allowed into

the "German" area.

( -M-Footnote . Our security cover was that the conditions of capitulation forbade

the use of all cypher equipment. Rood on behalf of 6 AG and Oeser on behalf of

were inspecting various H.Q.'s to see that this condition was observed; but

about cyphers as such they appeared rather ignorant.)

\

o- DQUARTERS, ZELL AREA, May 13th-l6th.

The whole of this area was under German control with rather casual supervision

by the 101st Airborne Division through the 356th Parachute Regiment. OKL, with its

intelii ,enco and various departments, was at Thumersbach, where there were also

bodies from the Vienna Institute of Physics and Physiorogy and of the Vienna police.

The main object of the visit had been to locate Oberstleutnante Kienitz and Prie-r

drich, who were duly found after a certain amount of German unwillingness to say

which house they occupied had been overcome.

It was clear that advance information of the impending visit by R.A.F. ana Air

Corps officers had been telephoned to them. No documents were found other than a

small personal collection of Russian Air and Arny order of battle and appreciations

retained by Kienitz, and after placing these officers in the custody of General

von Criegern (Gen. Qu. O.K.u.), Oeser and Rood left for Saalfelden to inspect the

Brandenburg trains. Two of the trains contained new and intact T 52 E's. It was

ordered that they should be dismantled and placed under guard by 356 P. R.



Appendix 5 (continued)

From Saalfelden, the trail led to Aim, where the main staffs of O.B.
West were fpund. The chief Signals Offioer of 0. B. West, General Wlirster,

very kindly supplied the information that FuFe Trupp 19 (known to constant
readers as Jellyfish) was located in some farmhouses at Dorfheim. Jelly-
fish was duly found, ready to function, curiously enough within a few
hundred yards of the Brandenburg trains. After a rapid inspection and
having taken photographs of SZ 4-2 to the undisguised dismay of the offioer
in charge, Oberlt. Wurzn, the spearhead withdrew to consider further tactics.

The situation was strange in that the Germans appeared in relatively
self-possessed control of the situation and that the 101st, Div. was

reluctant to permit entry into the area, let alone removal of bodies or

equipment. In Berchtesgaden itself, Kesselring,, Koller and Co. were busy
'building up their staffs', quite unconvinced that the war was
irrevocably at an end. Koller and his staff officers were all eager to

help us, as they believed that we wanted their cooperation against the

Russians. At Thumersbaoh, and even in the heart of the 'occupied* zone

in Berchtesgaden, considerable truaUlenae was manifested by some officers

when we walked into their midst. They were all armed, had their own
tommy-gunned aentritB. at the entrances, and their own transport. Koller
was difficult to oontaot again, as he was constantly e*n route for the
Z~U area and as far afield as Kitzbuhl and Wasserburg.

'' r

e outstared - and on one occasion shouted down - the truculence.
But the problem of security began to assume menacing proportions; and
the problem of doing a Garter Paterson on the Jellyfish station baffled
us, since Diesel trucks cannot be jeeped cross-country around broken
bridges. The ^ moot point was: who would shoot U3 first - the Germans, the
Americans or TICOM?

On May 15th Oeser went to Augsburg to send a lQng report to TICOM.
Rood turned from rustling to honesty, used the authority of his 6 A.G.
shoulder flash and persuaded the lOlfet. G-2 to let him move three of tho
Jellyfish trucks os far as Berchtesgaden.

On the some day, Shaef ordered all personnel, materiel and
icuinents to be 1 frozen 1 in the area; and the Supreme Commander ordered all

German Officers to leave the fleehnots of the Berchtesgadener Hof for the
Strub Barracks. (There they celebrated their reunion so well that two
°^l°0r8 bad to be sent to hospital with broken legs, and others remained
sot to blotto for 36 hours and oould not be interrogated)

Between May 15th and 18th, TICOM sent an agitato of signals reversing
previous policy as to the disposal of POW's, and various organisations
moved into the area to unfreeze doouments and equipment. On the 18th, Shaef
Axr otaff sent a mission under G/C Soott-Fnrnie to investigate and report,
G/C Soott/Famie spent several hours in consultation with Team I and
intervene dr on its behalf with Gen, Harper. On May 20th, Oeser flew back
with the mission to Rheims. On the 16th, the rest of the Jellyfish trucks,
receivers and transmitters with operating personnel and mechanics had also
been taken off by Rood and Oeser from Dorfheim, and the whole convoy under
Major Tester sent to Augsburg. (See Appendix 7 for the rest of the story)
Thevisit to Rheims made it possible to have orders sent to 7th Army, with
which the aonvoy was at last able to proceed to the U*K*

- From now on matters moved on g relatively even keel, as the diary
snows* More documents were found, end the BAUDOT equipment caused ho such
anxiety as the Jellyfish had. A second liaison visit to Shaef - by now ri

~ en°kled TICOM to get the four boxes of Sigint doouments which
ad been Impounded by an USSTAF team. Agreement was reached with Air and

Army Sigint in the posting of a permanent TICOM representative to Shaef to
follow up information beginning to come in from ell sides.
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ir-La c -s visited
Tormcnn's ofl'ic.

r! it 1 .r
1

s house
hi tier's air raid shelter
v;o e ring's Aajut ant ur
GObrim's house

Inf orrr. ~ tion on
Gearing's air raid shelter
Gearing ' s Secretariat (Stabsamt

)

TRO's

Eidri-M
Lt • ( j * '

* / J * Jr
1

. Coolidgb .

BORLANN' S OFFICE

In formalin's office were found various Fernschreiber
, threa type Alpha 32, one

T 37d, one T 3/s, . nd one T 3 7f* and one T 57c- All these were i ,dly damaged* There
were 1 1so a Si< me ns Fernsohro i be r T 52 (no initiaI ) which 'appears d to be in good con d-
ition tut was crate a up, and an unidentified machine called Tarnator manufactured by
Ernst Schae tzi'.r. Reform Buro-Maschinen, 1 unchen 15> 'Goethe$trasse 68.

removed pending study by Major Tester.
These were not

The ( ffice included miscellaneous unclassified files and ^papers, such as records of

real estate caned by members of the staff, digests of news, personal records of staff
members - No papers of any Sigint interest were found.

embers of tlV » * * 1 v* 4- t J w aim f_r x .

for Bo "r"i f * i
“ "

ci "j * :!_*
*- ‘mr*- - -it i^k_>

-

k lAo 3

1

I io l!ss l or
t hr*p x- 1 a— '•w' *_/ or four rooms

T- force guarding the office said that it v. as used as a secreta iat

a press relations office- S?he building had been designed as a

neighbouring hotel and Hermann only occupied a small portion of it

—

.TTLNR n
o

his fcuix'iing had be^n thoroughly gutted by bombing, fire and looters* Only one
room contained any items of interest. This was a storeroom on the ground floor slightly
in front of the house* It was filled with furniture, books and papers* The boors
were gen ral reference works and several architectural folios* The only papers noted
were portions of scientific treatises (in one case a doctoral dissertation) on medicine
and chemistry* No classified documents were noted.

HITLER'S AIR RAID SHELTER

In the hill behind Hitler's house was an extensive air raid shelter. This consists
of a core contc living several apartments, laboratories, a large telephone switchboard and

store rooms as well as numerous long entrance passage-ways . The German caretaker at

Goering's xHjufantur stated that the shelter was designed solely for the occupants of

Hitier r s house and that Goering had his own air raid shelter. The telephone exchange,

however, was so large them it must have been designed for some sort of headquarters

-

Some of the long passageways had been used as stores for military clothing, ammu-

nition and food* The store rooms in the main portion were well stocked with food.

Others contained a large collection of classical victrola records, and large gold pic-

ture frames from most of which the pictures .bad been removed. There was also a library

of fine books, again chiefly reference and architectural. There was evidence that

military personnel had occupied the shelters*

No equipment or documents of Sigint interest ’were noted.
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a HP' r S'? AD TTTT71 /AWv

This building v*r s in relatively good condition. It was occupied
by s vcrrl families . According to the German caretaker who claimed to

have beer in residence sir.oe 1937, it was designed to accommodate guests

and tr.c servants for Goring’ s Mouse. There were no radio installations
and no telephone s v.i tohbo

'
v

’ a . 9here m s . hevrave r « -an uno^ > enod safe t

said bv th caretaker to belong to General bodenschntz.

GORI'C-’S Hour

7

This was relatively modest and heavily bombed* No official
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*
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327th Airborne Regiment.
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Appendix 5

y Lry

THE FOEjJfflR REICHSKANZDSI

Places visited
" Tfc^ __u__

Foivier Reioh^kanzlei
G*00 I Xl l

*
T 5 O Dili oL lit

,..c

)
J. Cool ."1

V4.

FOR] [Z l IdSICIiSKANZLil

The headquarters of the
were said to auve been at one
ana were also referred to as

101st Airborne Division were visited. These
time the headquarters of Field Marshal Keitel

the former Reichskanalei.

Colone] Danahy, 0-2 of the 101st, stated that no papers of any sort
had been found when the division occupied the building* However, it had
previously been occupied by French troops and the 3rd u.S. division.

T i

;..ajor
. . ,ndelemanu, acting communication officer for the division, sta-

tical walla there was an extensive wire system, including in automatic
manual switchboard, there were no radio installations of any sort and

no tuloi ranters lead been found, i.e expressed surprise that no code and cy-
pher machinery of any kind had been found and no communications documents.

w 'vi,

1
'

UaAU, t-*-

heneath the mdquarters a as a long passage winding down into the hill
and leaning to a large air-raid shelter. There were other entrances to this

- i,v

shelter from the bottom of the hill, one open and one locked, pone of the
entrances was guarded, and although not many people were currently visiting
the place, it was still being looted. A lieutenant colonel going out with
a large pile of books and documents remarked; ”1 consider everything down
there legitimate loot. M

The cellars contained three or four apartments, a large telephone ex-
change, a large teleprinter room and a large kitchen. In the corridor out-
side the teleprinter room was a Fernschreiber type 37 e

>
somewhat damaged.

In th~ teleprinter room was a Fernschreiber type 52c with wheels badly dam-

aged, The wheels were too badly broken to be removed. Against the wall
near the Fernschreiber was a Fernschreibc ranschlussgerat . Next this was a

locked box* It appeared to contain another Fernschreiber similar to the

one which had been damaged. Although looters had free access to the cel-

lars it seemed unlikely that the machinery would be disturbed.

In the main corridors and in some of the apartments were boxes con-
taining books, personal belongings and a vast quantity of stationery, files
and papers of all sorts. The papers which were examined were in some cases
highly classified (Geheirn and Geheime Kommandosache) and dealt with ques-
tions of amy administration. There was also a record of Hitler's move-
ments day by lay, and in some cases hour by hour, extending back into the

nid-1 930 1 s. There was also a file of Dr. hammer's personal correspondence,

a report on the four-year plan and an enormous mass of similar material
all in complete confusion. Unfortunately it was not possible to remove
any of these, since a representative of T-Force appeared along with some

members of the Control Commission. Many of the books were the personal
property of members of the staff. Others were official publications of

frn adminiat^fttivo nature, auoh as many volumes, -of legal digests.
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APT^aCLX FIVE (continued)

Although there was some evidence that the apartments had been live

in, they ha.a not been occupied long or by many people. Some of the

papers were as recent as the autumn of 1944 >
but they all appeared to

be dead, Nothing of recent operational interest was founa, and no
documents of any Sig Int interest. Almost all the files appeared to

c along to the Reichnkanzlei,

GOERIFG* 8 3TAB3AI IT

A brief visit was paid to Goering's Stabsamt, This was b. ing occu-

pied by a company headquarters, liany of the rooms were looked and man,/

the key personnel were not available, so it was not fully examined.
of

One of the rooms near the Divisional Judge Advocate General 1 s office

contained an undamaged Fernschreiber in a case, complete with wheels, b-

v/as type 32b of 194-1* Next it was a similar case, but locked. The
serial numbers on the cases suggested that this, too, v/as about the
same age. Beside them was a Ferns chreiberanschlussge rat, The label
r< ad:

-G-
Ferns chreib.eranschlussger&t
No, 11 T bk 36a/11 T Sh 8209/11
100/200 v 50 per.
20/1,0 A

1942

I

This room was hard to reach and the machinery g earned to be safe for j

present.
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Appsndix 6 -

on 15/5 LV 1 0 00 ( land line oe»tro>
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Appendix 7-

-3'

Transportation of 0:3. West Non-morse Station
(jellyfish) with attacn^d .wrsonnel.

(Major Tester and Lh Levinson)

ho loft 1 erchtosgaden on 16 May at 1330 hours. The party included 11

E hi. P*W. ’a, 1 German officer
,
Major Tester in charge, and Lt. Love ns on.

The G ;rr.iari P.W. f s were driving six 5-ton Diesel trucks. Maj. Tester rode
in the first truck and Lt. Levenson in the last. ,/c stopped for two hours
at had ] eichenhnll to pick up Diesel oil, and finally got start ca at about
1 700 hours

Our first destination was Augsburg, but since ve left so Tate, this
wus out of the question , h'e got t o r;[unic 1 \ a t i ni dr: i

.
?ht a : :d a ft e r a series

m
teld _

r*\ > ’ ” r * i 1 ‘
»

- X O * -

/ i 1

0

J _o GoL.-.l

( . c* :— Li J.O

nO 1 Otar ted L
/u in in j '3, ^ i: i c j

arrived in A u

a >

Col. Pir nkiel, who found a house for us.

we were lawns tains, Wo got started early
± {.u.ie 'VXX j lOni::

Col. Quinn, G-2 7th Ar y ;
. who told Ua

This involved a do day., of four clays

Seventh

s our ,g about noon, here v/e co ituctod
we coul . non proceed without orders
The prisoners were placed in the

j n

Army Interrogation Centre, and we • /ere billctted at the Kaisexkof
The time is us ed to 1 iave t ' . e pric one , e service theirry r-

\i—J *«• l 4,

trucks, refuel a: 1 do ,;iinor repairs. We got to know C' in lit vie W -wf U S»J ,

anu
i

... tic u

v

i t becu ..e fni rly obyi ous 1 1r.t ohey v;ere co-opora Li v o and uniikcly t o

ab _o .

r
.

’he orue r a came drou h on Mo ridav : 1

1

1ey v/ere issued
(See Appendix 3)
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.. no oraero ci.ce tnrou.
•;n on ho iway
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a rrived a t He i le 1borg about 18CO
rs were housea at the 6th Aray Croup depot.
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e v.
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other c

(15th Array In
'Jk n \r if ^ i \ ’ r « r -.if
J-

,
lJ %_*v .hu O JL t-/^y

10.

270gati.cn Centre) until 2300 hours. There
ter getting into the Diesel system. One of<_jp

e A A k V >-» ;ccu2Ted in a town and the greatest difficulty was keeping the

way from the prisoners.
00

Since we arrived s ’ late, it wa s decided to spend two day s at hhei nba c ;

:

t

a- wc - iau C-A

17 e a 1 xl driv er s some last. T here v/as a Diesel dump nearby
;

we 1 00k

oi' this and had the prisoners fill their tarrice
,

so that we now hid
*

I o
surxicient fuel to take the trucks to the U. K. There v/as a little trouble

The prison housed only political prisoners, 3.8. men, Gauleiters etcIrere

.

1 iloQO ) o c ^ ^;ot fairly rough treatment, which was also given to our wen.
C?oj-UCl MiCy Lad been well-behaved and we were dependent on their being in
good health, v/e interceded cn their behalf, and taey v/ere treated well for
o-. - ^ x mt of

¥ V

he stay

.

0U2

the prisoner s a

Arnyn 'Je

/ T- r\
1 r

J.. L- stop

St

was frussels. Here the Town Major found a place for

. jean Darrucks, which had been taken over by the British
A G Lj G i j. i\^ jCG 1* G _l two days, during which the arrangements fur

i .! British major v/as extremely helpful.passag j t o zhe U . K . v/e r e made

.

,/e ale J called fiaev.., v/ho were informed of the approximate tirx of cur

arrival iiouxy

ti e left Brussels vei^y early Sunday morning and arrived in 0s tend at 11 00

hour s . Thatrucks were loaded on an L . C . T , ¥e spent 1 1 - c . nigh t in the

Tlumes Estuary, arriving at Tilbury about noon on ff0nday, [ere some British

HP's took tae prisoners to Kempton Park. Six British drivers took the

trucks tc GCCS There- was some difficulty going through Belgium caused by

the aroearance :f Germans dr'iviry; their own trucks. Lo casualties resulted*

except inaa Lt. Levenson mm hit by a tin can heaved by an irate Belgian
woman



Appendix 8.

G-lasenbachg visited May 17th. Former
S.S. headquarters

?
now used as repatri-

ation centre

„

Campaign©
Carter
Norland
Maxwell

rp o i Jn ehri chton lions t had been in the basement of the main building.

There was evidence of Tffd-e (cipher attachment)
3

but none of the na cl linos

the. .selv-j;- , Thai .j were too safes
,
which were burned open with the help

of capt. Jones of 3253 pi Company n ] were bare of all documents* A

( *
i—* eL mi c u.::en"-s were picked up, including two files belonging

4 lc

i
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Appendix 9

Sohloss Klessheim, visited 17 i-day

;

f,
< rme r 1 '6 s t e ha as cl os F uh re rs

,
now acc upi e

d

by 0,0.0. 3rd Div

.

Party: Oameai vne

Carter

V",
1 i

SI

In the be senent ithere is a section of the Knnzlei dealing with awards
of medals. A large c; rd-- index of receivers of cowards exists there. It is

t certain whether this is complete. The files and dossiers were in con-
radio disorder, and it is understood that a previous T-force party had- ^

visite i the place for a ^eriod of four days, possibly occasioning the die -

or wr.

In a structure outside the walls of the Sahloss, possibly a former
stable, were housed the following transmitters:

1. Two S 51 994/2
2. Too Lorenz SL08 Q '

3 1.5 lew sets
3. One Transmitted Padioslavia 1.4 kw set
4. Two L irenz 763724/1
5 . Thrc e AS 59 200 wa tt transmitters
6. Gnu 100 watt long wave LS100/108 transmitter.

Descriptive booklets of some of these were removed. This equipment was
used by the high-sneed Morse station of LV1000 in Hotel Vierjahreszeiten
in Bo rehtesge den (-possibly amongst others).
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APPENDIX 10

Friddlfing
Surheim, visited 18th ajay

(1) Fridolfing

In a field close to the town of Fridolfing there v/as a collection of
wooden si-od3. Some of them evidently formed the barrack accomodation for sol-
diers working the Sagefisch Receiving station of LV 1000. This identity was
checked by a label found on a box in the main hut. This label ms the only
document of the slightest interest in the place,

A few receivers of the E 52b type together with special sets for combining
the output of up to three sets lay on the floor in various stages of dismember-
ment. Rhombic aerials were still up in the fields around the single wooden
shanty which comprised working quarters of the station. Pieces of test gear,
TP connecting sets, covers of secret TP's and open TP's all lay strewn around,
but the place had been so well and truly destroyed by the Germans (or looted),
that nothing which remained was of use to TICOM*

It would therefore appear that LV1000 WT TP reception took place at
Fridolfing and the transmissions were in all likelihood made from the same
fetation as the high-speed morse service at Schloss Klessheim, which contained
W*T. land line equipment (See Appendix 9)*

Three heavy power units A 15 KVA were found outside another > hed and
had no doubt provided the emergency power supply for the station, being the
usual equipment for this purpose*

(2) Surheim

After a long searrch fragments of a communications center were found at
Surheim near the railroad station. This tpo had been so extensively damaged
that any reconstruction of what had been there is unreliable. A German ex-
soldier working on the land near one of the wooden sheds volunteered the in-
formation that this had been a center with twenty-five operating positions.
There were odd remnants of T/P and w/T T/P lying around all thoroughly dam-
aged, The hut itself which apparently was the operating part had oeen so
destroyed that only the foundation piles were visible at ground level. It

seems impossible that this should have been done by looters. It is much more
likely that either just before or just after the Armistice the Germans re-
moved most of what was in it.

About two hundred meters away in a shed which still had its roof on were
several receivers of the KWEA type. They were hopelessly mangled and other
odd pieces of equipment were, lying about with them* The room could never
have housed many receivers at any time. It is fairly certain that some other
activity than V//T T/P reception v/as carried on at this site. The usual rhombic
arrays for Sagefish reception were still standing. There were traces of
aerial feeder cables leading into the shack. Furthermore, the shack was con-
nected by underground cable to the site of the T/P operating hut. One re-
markable lacuna v/as the complete absence of apy evidence of the large tele-
phone exchange which was expected to be here (the site of BV Alpen). This
was the more remarkable in that a German telephone operator working in the

exchange in the neighboring town' of Laufen knew DV Alpen as a telephone
exchange located *in barracks near the railroad station at Surheim. Inquiries
from most cooperative inhabitants around the railroad station convinced the

Target Reporting Officers that there were no other barracks near the Surheim
raij.road station.

Communications Train

While proceeding towards our first target just beyond Laufen a train was

noticed standing on the railroad tracks bedecked with what appeared to be

teleprinter tape. Upon investigation this proved to consist of cars for trans-
porting personnel, freight, cars containing unused communications stationery,
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one car containing communications documents and one car containing communica-
tions machinery. The latter was of no TICOM interest though a few technical
l«vaflats were removed from it.

The documents which were scattered about the track as well as lying in
complete disorder within one car suggested that this train was employed to
evacuate the intercept station at Treuenbrietzen, These documents varied in
date from 1938-1945. Most of them, however, were of little TICOM interest
being chiefly indents and receipts for equipment together with technical
periodicals qnd reports of a confidential degree of security. The shattering
of the documents around the train suggests that once again the more important
documents had been removed. The train, itself, was undamaged, though of
course without an engine.

T.R.O's

Capt, Stone
Capt, Carter
Lt, Whitaker
Lt. Lively
Lt. (jg) Coolidge



APPEJDIX 11

Documents buried by RLT general stab 2 Abt. [lla]

Schloss Hubertus. Inspected May 19 th

near

Lt. Frank, laaison officer of 101 Div at strub BDM Schule, called to

say he hid a German colonel who knew where documents were buried. This
Ob^bt Ruhser obligingly showed us the spot and furnished a Major Gerhard
Muller and crew to dig them up. They were buried behind the barracks for-
merly occupied by the Obest as headquarters, a recreation center of the

German Railways, There were eight boxes, which were removed to Strub for
opening. They were all the secret documents of the personnel (officers)
section of RIM and dealt mostly with personnel and correspondence (in-
cluding signals). These documents are now held by Capt. PFORZHEILISR (USSTAF)



APPENDIX

Targets explored Salzburg area
28 May

Party; Canpaigne Whitaker
Carter Coolidge

(1) Rallein; Signals equipment dumps includes Enigmas and accessories,
T52'e, SZ43 T s, no documents.

(2) Ruschl see ; on west end of lake is summer home of von Ribbentrop.
Radio equipment had been locked up by Mil* G-overn. Not followed further.

(3) gt Wolfgang; "Naval establishment" turned out to be training school
for boys.

(4) 1 FAf C&go in Salzburg: talked with GROBE, SD man, on chemical
industries (See Appendix 12

)



APPENDIX 13

Interrogation of Martin Grobe, May 29, 1945

A message had been received from Major Dunn with regard to a certain
Martin G-robe (formerly Goldschmidt)

,
a member of the SS, "who had been

arrested by the XVth Corps and was being held at Salzburg. The prisoner
was supposed to be a cryptographer and was said to have experimented with
secret inks. Accordingly ,

Capt. Carter, Dt* Chr. Campaigne, Lts. Whitaker
and Coolidge interrogated him on May 28 and 29

•

The prisoner appeared to have no TICOM interest* An unemployed chemist,
he had joined the Nazi party in 1933, and the SS in 1935 and had with their
help risen to be a company director during the Wa r. He worked principally in
the Protectorate, and was interested in experiments with plastics, especially
the introduction of Forfurol production into Germany, Although he admitted
to having done work with secret ink and in cryptography

,
in both cases they

w^re a hobby, abandoned many years ago. He had not pursued these interests
very far, according to his statements* The TICOM officers reported their
findings to G-2 of Corps who agreed to take any further action which might
be warranted.
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BAUDOT EQUIPMENT

Report on Gen der Nachr. Aufkl. Gruppe VI

I . Survey

In consequence of a report from C.I.C. 215 Rosenheim, re-
transmitted to TICOM by Major Dunn, S.I. 7th U.S. Army, a partly
consisting of Lt-Cdr. Campaigne, Ma j . Rushworth and Capt. Gar-
ter visited P/W Gamp Bad Aibling on May 21 to interview Uffz.
Q“ 7 rx *" ry - rr

= “ '

OuO wi_ w ; . IV •

This p/v/ had told the camp authorities that certain sig-
nals intelligence equipment and documents ere in the Pion ier -

Kaserne at R osenhe im (now occupied by U.S. Ration Dump 5^7),
some in the cellars and some buried.

This equipment, he said, had been used for intercepting
and decoding Russian traffics.

P/.,, when questioned, explained that he belonged to Gen

.

der Nachr ichtenauf’klarung Gruppe VI and that Rosenheim was 'the

most recent location of this unit” Its duty had been the in-
terception of W/T T/P traffic, used between the Russian Gen-
eral Staff (Moscow) and Front Staffs and Armies (but not below
that level) and by some commercial links. It transpired that
the greater part of the unit was in the same p/w camp.

On May 22nd therefore the same TICOM party, together with
Dr . Picker ing, returned to Bad sibling. They collected the
unit, twenty in number, took them to Rosenheim and asked them
to dig up the buried equipment.

The P/W ’ s complied, and then volunteered to put the equip-
ment in working order. One of the machines was assembled and
found to be in good working order.

Next day, all the gear was crated and transported to 7

Army H.Q. together with personnel, with the object of evacuat-
ing both to U.K. accompanied by Ma j . Rushworth and Lt. Norland.

At Augsburg considerable delay was occasioned, first by
a desire on the part of G-2 7 Army to interrogate the prisoners
with a view to obtaining information on Russian order of battle,,
secondly by transport difficulties. However, this gave time
for a fairly complete interrogation by Major Rushworth. as a

result, a short list could by drawn up to comply with the re-
quest by TICOM that only the most essential people should be
sent to the U.K.

jn June 5th, the equipment, weighing eight tons, accompanied
by Moj. Rushworth and Capt. Garter, was flown from Munchen-Ob-
erwiesenfeld to Bovingdon.

Six men, one operator, three mechanics, two decoders,
were sent by road in charge of Lt. Whitaker, and deposited

by him in the gaol at Wiesbaden. These p/W's have been in dis-
tinguished company: at Augsburg they lived on the same stair-
case as Funk ‘and Lammers, and ex-Premier Bardossy; in Wiesbaden
they lived in cells near the one which housed Streicher.



Appendix '1 A (Cent, I)

II. Appreciation of prisoncio

-43-

Twenty prisoners, all ^. r4 0,Ae from Grave e VI
,
were taken from Bad

Aibl ing to A ugsb urg , L a t -j r U f f z . 15 rdmann . o f Gray pe IV
,
was added. The

party comprised the senior A, 0*0. V/nchm. Larch, three mechanics, eleven op-

e ra tors, t v;o d e code rs and four eval un tors.

At first they ivc re he 1 p f u1 but a.f red d . '/cry soon, however, it /.as

possible to min their confidence, aft./r which they showed the greatest
wi1 1 in rnc as to n oo n e ra te

„

Auch of this was, of course, owing to the fact that they ore all spec-

ialists, with a genuine r.ride in their work. In fact, we are indebted to
7 *- ' - *

this pride for the discovery of the station.*

Taree deserve particular mention as the most helpful and possibly the

most intelligent.

1)

in the
obv icu.

fluent
J

VI c

' 1
i,

)

~ fit /n

a 7 z KArrcnbe rg before the war was ^ lecturer at Berlin University
listory of Art and basic. Ke is also a concert pianist, and has an

leaning to mathematics. c joined the army in 1939. As he speaks

"S. - *. VMi

^ - 'w' *-

W * V w

sur „

COui

us si an, he vns employed in a wire- tapping detachment when the Aus-
‘ pn broke out. At Smolensk he v/as attached to the intercept ser-
csgruf pe Mitt-e, and did decoding, ?/A and translation. Later
1 to '.AAA. an I employe d as a do coder of P us s i cm non-mo rs e t r/ms

is main job was to work out daily 11 j letter-scramble which the

,.j particularly for the p/L cc eroial traffic. He is quite

tl at the Russians considered this, together with their channel scramble
letely secure; but he could, decipher it given 2000 letters.

mi:- m.cm
a us. sians us

Karronb' rg is very
tiplicity of interests,
hard as possible at any

intelligent, extremely cooperative, and has a mul

he lilced his work, and "believed in working as

job he did, 1 *

r ‘~ 4

c:

(2) Uff 2* Susohowk
,
unques tionably the natural leader of the little group

ix German prisoners, is an intelligent man. He has a sound knowledge
of the apparatus and is familiar vdth both the intercept operating and eval-
uation (though in the latter subject on rather general lines).

It was Suschowk 1

s initiative end persistence which put the American au
thorities and then TI00A on the trail of the apparatus. He is anxious that
it should be used, and will not conceal information which is requested of

him or withhold information which he considers of value.

(3) Uffz. :ibim,6l is an engineer by profession. Ho- was not only respons-
ible ik>r maintaining the apparatus, but actually helped to build it. This
tfas occasioned by the manpower shortage at Lorenz, Lemuel being loaned to

jorenz. Consequently 1 1cupel knows his machinery inside out, a&d, should the

ions t Unction of additional models be deemed desirable, would undoubtedly be

gre^t help. A is not a leader like Suschowk, preferring as he does
:o get on with his job in a quiet and apparently efficient way.

*Also, presumably, Goebbels 1 propaganda, nad affected them as it had af-

fected all Germans in the Berchtesgaden area, who believed that they vc re

being kept inviolate for use by the Allies against the Russians (Appendix 3)

See also "Introduction" of* Appendix 15*
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III. Russian W/T T/P traffic
,
Summary cf P.0, 'I. Interrogations .

(1) Higher1 dommand traffic in the Russian army and air force is sent by
W/T t/P, but not below army level. Non-morse is also used for commercial
purposes

,
for example

,
between Moscow and Leningrad, Baku and Sverdlovsk.

(2) Thr^e types of transmission were taken: 9 channel, 6 channel and
2 channel. P,\V\ took the 9 channel system as an example and traced Its
development from the early days of 1941 ~42 when the traffic was recorded
on a facsimile machine and read from that.

The Russians successively introduced two modifications:
a- Impulses of channels 1-2, 3-4 etc, were interchanged ( thus leaving the

9th channel clear)

.

b- Later, channels 1-4 end 4-8 were scrambled, again leaving channel 9

clear. This was the final modifi cation up to the end of the war.

In 1944 machines were built by Lorenz to take 9 channel traffic.

Both types have been brought back from Germany.

P.V4 considers that the Russians think the scrambling is secure, but
says that a depth of 2000 letters would enable him to reconstruct it even
though his old workings have been lost.

(3) Traffic is passed on these links in a variety of different ciphers.
That is believed to be of the highest grade of security is sent in a one-
time pad, and this is regarded as quite undecipherable. Five-figure traf-
fic (r resumably a long subtractor) can be read only when a depth is ob-
tained, Lower- grade codes were read fairly easily. No machine key is

used by the Russians except for the scrambled T/P.
\

As the prisoners and machinery are being brought back to U.K.
,
where

the apparatus can be erected and operated, more detailed interrogation was
not carried out.

IV. Organisation of Gen, d. Nachr, Aufkl .

(resumfof field interrogation of Oberst Botzel and Gruppe VI Gen der L.A. )

The office of General der Nachrichtenaufklarung was created towards
the end of 1944

,
one of the results of the passion for reorganisation dis-

played by Gen, Praun (O.S.O. of OKH) . The object was to reduce to method
the somewhat inchoate system of Army interception and to establish a meth-
odical and orderly chain of command in the sig. int. service from O.K.H,

down to the smallest intercept unit.

Gen. d. N.A. was put in charge of the whole army sig. int. service;

this included all interception, deciphering and evaluation units at all
levels. They included the K.N.A.’s at Army Group level, N.A.A.'s at Army
levels, and smaller units for junior formations.

In addition there was a H.Q. staff attached to the General himself.

This consisted of two parts ;

-

(1) The administration and organisation of ail army sig. int, personnel;

(2) The sections which intercepted and (if possible) deciphered the

higher-gfade army traffics which could not be dealt with at a lower level.
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The iernrtjo nts were as fotl

r Z:

4rUrDC I

:

0rg .

r
r ; is a tion r r. J Pe rs onno 1

’ Mchrich Mnve rbir:.
" ung (Signals

)

Gru T' e II : Wo r t v fc t e i 1 ung :
- A usvm rt ung fur VI s t fron t (Hp tm Pref ; s s or 13

Thiel). (Evaluation Western front)

Grup e III: OsM s tei'lung :
- Auswortung fur Ostfront "Hp tm Gorzolla)

.

(Evaluation Eastern front)

Gruj'ro IV : Entzifferung (deciphering)

P e f 1 : - a
)

3 a u i-a t Mi rqu a rdt 5 ~ f ig * cyphers
b) Baurat Piets oh Mathemati series und Maschinenverfnhren
Described as 80?? West. Numbered about 25 men and 5-7
women.

Rof 2 :
- Os t

2o. not accurately known but 2b run by'ltn. Defctmnnn and are-

sunrtly fairly small ciphers.

Ilef 3;- Punkbetriebsfors chung (radio research).
Alleged to Mai v/ith Sonde rverfahren (special procedures) ,

Ref A:- Hollerith. Stated to be only statistical.

f”! 1

JL O - I v ra s also an Ausbildungfc referM (Training je^t.) run by Ober
insT , Kuehn.

Griinrc V: dealt v/ith

Kartei (indejc)

AbkUr z ungen (abbreviations)
Worterbucher ( di c t i onari e

s

7
cede books)

Be ut ;papio re (captured documents)
Rufzeichensys tome (call-sign systems)

Gr r VI: Punkfe rnschreibhorch (radio teleprinter interception)
This took mainly Russian W/T T/P traffic from General Staff
down to army level; it also dealt with some English and Ame.r

ican traffic.

\



APPENDIX 15

Interrogation of Prisoners from
Rnchrichtenaufklaerungskompanie 626
at BAD AIBLING Prisoner Camp, May 29 7 19X5

Introductory

On Hay 23, TICOM Team 1 received from Dr. Pickering a memorandum from
John H» Weitz of the Rosenheim C.I.C, Enclosed were two letters from

HAUFTS
,
a prisoner of War at the Bad Aibling Ga.np. These (one of them in a

simple code with the key enclosed) stated that the prisoner and two of hia
friends were members of Radio intelligence co.opany 626 and wished for an
interview. Copies of the letters are included in this report. The object
of the group was to offer their services to America or England, as they felt
that the German cause was lost and wished to play their part in the struggle
against Russia,*

On May 26 Capt. Carter and Lt. (jg) Coolidge visited the Bad Aibling
camp and interrogated the three prisoners.

Letters from rlAUPTS

fir.1 20. 5.45

A a specialist in the German Radio Intelligence c orvice I have information
and propositions of some importance for the U.S. \rmy, which have tp be

addressed to G-2 or Signal Officer of a higher Hq (army or ac) . I

encoded them by using an AF-Code I found casually under my papers in the

last days. Please check the included message and transmit it to your
higher Hq (6th or 21st ac, I guess) as soon as possible. You can be sura

that the importance of my letter isn r t less extraordinary than the manner
of offering it. There is no other possibility to reach you or any

American Hq.

Yours faithfully

Ch. H. Haupts

To CG 6th or 21st army corps

attn. G-2 or SO

*r c ouoodod by the AP-Code Nr S“35$

captured in January X5 by German troops. I found this item casually under

my papers in the last days and send it back with the letter (by the way we

got never anerican messages in that codej). I assure that nobody knows

anything about the code except myself and two comrades ( Verner Klett and
Rainer Luuerbach) who both live in the same camp. I assure further that I

never had contact with the NSDAP or its organizations. My mother has been

born in Chile and I lived four years in Santiago, My comrades also never

had any contact with the NSDAP; Klett is married with a Norwegian and lived

eleven years in Belgium, prance and Spain. We have been discharged officially

of the Wehrmacht in March 45 • Our knowledge in English actually are not the

be:. t one's. We forgot many words and grammar, but can polish up it in a few

days by speaking often with Americans#

Follows the Code-text

* also Appendix 3
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Information unit radio intelligence company 626, Until autumn we worked
against RUSSIA, then we made radio reconnaissance against American 7 Array

quite successful,

I speak Russian well and am expert in decypherment., translations, and
all signal operation. I beg urgently interview.

Ch. H. Haupts

Karl-Heinz HAUPTS described his job as Endauswerter in the Signals
Intelligence service. He said that he had had four years experience on
Russian traffic and had studied two figure, three figure, four figure and
five figure traffic,, He stated that two figure was simple, three figure pre-
sented few dif ficultiea, four figure was very difficult, and five figure w

could be broken with cribs. He added that depth was never obtained on five
figure

f
stating that it was this fact which caused the trouble. When asked

if he had ever tackled five letter traffic, he stated that this was a relative-
ly new Russian code and that it was a machine cipher, and, as far as he was
concerned, unbreakable.

The prisoner gave a synopsis of the organization of his department.
At tii-.. head of the Leits telle der RA was Oberst Boetzel. Under hira were
eight Koxvr.ndeure der HA. Nos 1,2,3 and 8 dealt with the East, No. 4 with
the Balkans and was then given to OBW, 5 was Sudwest, 6 was the 21st Army
Group and 7 was Italy. Each Kommandeur had two to three or more companies.

Th^rc were 12 Pernaufklaerungskompanien, of which 626 was one. There were

17 Rahaufklaerungs kompanien, but many of these ceased functioning sometime
before the capitulation. In addition there were 13 Feste Horchstellungen.
These had special tasks such as diplomatic traffic, etc, and had existed in

peacetime. The prisoner stated that until quite recently he worked inde-

pendently of any officers, but just before the capitulation a Leutnant
Wolfram was attached to his section. He stated that the officer was new,

young and inexperienced.

He said that originally there were about 380 men in his company. Of
these so:.. . 20 were in the Bad Albling camp at that moment. HQ did not know
where the others were, but suggested that some had already gone home. He
listed the names of those he could remember in the Camp, fifteen in all.

He claims knowledge of Russian, as stated in his letter. As he had
four years of experience of Russian traffic interception, he may be pre-
sumed to havw a fair knowledge of Russian order of battle.

KLETT

Prisoner Klett belonged for two and a half years to the

Leits telle Rachrichtenaufklaerung/West
,

in Berlin. He gave the address as
Bendlerstrasse 28, Berlin. The prisoner was always employed against the

West, especially against the U.S.A-

His work was T/A on a grand scale. It consisted of summarizing the

reports from the Kommandeur e der HA and passing on a synopsis to the General

Staff. The material for the Kommandeur ( s reports wa^s derived from T/A and

D/F and low and medium grade decodes. The head of his department from

12 Hay, 1942 until approximately July 1944 was a Captain OPITZ (who, the

prisoner said, was now believed to be in Japan), The departments of his

organization were originally 1) England, 2) U.S.A. , 3) Italy, Balkans,

Greece and Turkey, 4) Tunisia and the near JSast, 5) Portugal and Spain.

In September 1944- the station moved to zoasen and was fused with

Leitstelle Ost. (Leitstelle Ost did not include Japanese traffic which was

not listened to). From July until November 1944 the head of Leitstelle Jest

was Hauptmann Bode. The head of Leitstelle Ost was Lt. Col, Andrae, who was

also in charge of the whole combined Leitstelle. The successor to
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luptroann Thiel,Haupt.r&nn Bode in. Leitstelle Jest was a retired officer,
a professor at the University of Koenigsb^rg, a geographer and specialist
in Oriental languages. The Lei ts telle

,
while at zossen, was located at

Maybach 1 ,
the inrior enclosure. The prison ex mentioned Amtmann Bodenmuller

and his assistant Hauptmann . ; -rquardt as in charge of the Organisations-
abteilung -Vent. They /ere responsible for the distribution of specialist

rsonnel, The correspond^ g f'i fure tor the Qst was Amtmann Block,

The prisoner stated that 35 copies of his combined sill ary were made.

Then pressed as to v/h-t happened to texts which were insoluble at his level,

he replied tnat such texts would go to Jut orbog. Vie strenuously denied that
OKW ever had anything to do with such texts ,~ins is C xng firmly that only OKU *

dealt with them, lie admitted the existence of a group of specialists pro-
fessors and mathematicians 11 as ho- put it) at OKW/C: 1, 1- stated tint the
organization at J uterbog wa ; a group of sw;c_ i lints in cryptanalysis

,
but

disclai .eel - j 1a knov/1 eda. of td person ; el or t in 1 r a ct i

v

» ^ *

U Jl. td i j

Despite the ai^oncrB
»— i.

r at lack of hi, ;h- w; JO i r
* w a.

extern ive tee could be kept on American units -nd officer,; (they aid not
both ;r below the rank of captain), ail of vnich was card-indexed,
stated tn' t an enormous amount of information on troop movements was
obtained from a relatively simple source, c.g,

,
quotation of A AQ.s in

clear
,

etc, A careful comparison of such sources in U.B.A. traffic aid in

traffic in island enabled their to get an exact picture of the transportation
of American troops to G-reat Britain and their Order of Battle, Prom May
or June, 194-4* a section with the title punlcbetriebsseichcnforschung v/as

set up which dealt with call -sign systems* By January, 194-5* with the aid
of a few captured pages, work was nearing perfection and Hollerith machines

were being employed on this project.

In Jovember, 1^44-* the Leitdtelle Jest was divided into three Refcrate,

I.- u". H. A,
,
II,- Grout 3ritain, III*- Invasion front.

The prisoner left the Leiss telle in December, 194-4-* At this time,

it ha.d been ordered by General praun that all men in uniform who were
capa b 1 e of front line s erv ice should join the forces in the field. Howevor

,

since one of the memo ors of this organization had previously been captured
by the Russians who had extracted valuable information from him, in practice

those men were not sent to the front lines but to units such as the 6 2 of

A

company which were behind the lines. The prisoner believed that when the

Leitstclle left Zosscn it had moved to Reichenhall,

a_ no prisoner prepared duple charts shoving the organization of

the Leits tells BA and of the whole BA, He insisted on destroying these

charts. It is believed that much more information on the detailed work!

of the organization would willingly be supplied by the prisoner.

Pri oner Hauerbach was an intercept operator first taking Russian

traffic and then working in the West. Here, he intercepted 7th, 1st, 9th,

and 3rd. Annies. He had also made studies of traffic evaluation,

independently , ana contributed some information on these activities.

o
i
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In sharp contrast to Klett, Lauerbach stated that undecypherable
texts wore, in i tot, passed to Oltl/Cnl, but that no information about
their contents ever cane back to him or to any of his co-workers. He
is, therefore, not in a position to state how they broke, if at all,

he s tatea t ;v - 1 It took approx ' . aa t ely ha If an hour to fi nd a British or

Inericnn group on the ehrin ;
of both fr equency a fid cull si, ;,n s , He

explained tint this v/as duo to very strongly individualized procedure
on the part of tilled operators and disclaimed all knowledge of any
mechanical scientific lids except D/H. ArisOimr know his enesy groups
not by v.iy artificial numbering, but by their actual names, e.g., 1st

Army, 7th Army, etc.

The prisoner stated tint the company originally contained some

2p to 30 Ausv.mrt er, gome four or five cf these wcr*e then in the

d ib liner camp, There wore no cryptographers from the company still
< >

in the camp.

1 j-L 1 DldDIX 1 6

prisoners n ned below Wfcjrc given preliminary interrogations b

embers of Tea.n 1, They were later interrogated in more detail by Dr.

iekering, who issued separate reports.

Qberstltn KIKiMTZ (OKL/lC)
Oberstltn I'T-ilLDPJOil (Gen. Xnfue.

,
Abt

fiberat DOXTZDL (Gen. der IgA.)
T f v t rry - *

n o , j. ±_ ,„.g .. j

Oberinspektor KUDXG
Oberst KOI'? (i;Oah. Kdr. d. hi. A. b^i OB
Ha j or Dr . I

A

III)

West)
rn m v
-u jLjjlJ
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( I )
* Equipment brought to Paris or U.K. by Team 1

(1) Complete non-morse transmitting and receiving station belonging
to C-in-C West, 6 Diesel trucks and 12 P f s o W to set up and
operate,

(2) Complete non-morse intercepting station* 8 tons of gear,
6 p's o W to set up, repair and operate

(3) Eleven Secret Teleprinters, Types T36, T52 B, D, D-E.
(41 Sundry s machines and E UHREN.
(5) 4 magnetic tape recorders, 2 portable, 2 cabinet
(61 40 Siemens high-speed relays*

(7) 3 Magnetic wire recorders

(8) Teletype tape perforator

(9) Direction finder

(II) Documents brought back to U*K.

1) Documents listed in TICOM Accession list of 1 June 1945*
2) Documents listed in TICOM/A-2 of 1} June 1945*

3) Documents listed in TIC0M/A-2b of 6 June 1945
41 Documents listed in TICOM/A -2c of 7 June 1945
5) Documents of Gen Nafue/m Abt. (list in preparation 16 June 1945)
6) Documents on general naval intelligence, (list in preparation by

NSVI, 16 June 1945)

7) Maps of Russiah front. Documents and maps on Russian order of
battle, from OKU, Intelligence Division (handed over to

Air Ministry).

i


